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Editor’s Notes 

Welcome to Conjunction Issue 69. 
We have a superb selection of  articles for 
summer reading concerning all things 
inspired by astrological psychology.  

Barry Hopewell gives a definitive overview 
of  the sixty years of  Louise and Bruno Huber’s 
contribution and the significance of  astrological 
psychology. Juan Saba provides an outline of  features in 
the new release of  MegaStar 9 by Cathar Software. And an  
article by Andrei Andrada introduces her Astroprinted 
jewellery, the beauty and creativity of  which is inspired by 
the visual and intuitive aspect of  a Huber-style birth chart. 

Our special section on the subject of  Interception features 
an article by Sue Lewis on a significant year in the life of  
Pablo Picasso. Joyce Hopewell tells a fascinating story of  
identical twins, one with interception in his chart, the other 
not. Trish Crawford and Linda Tinsley write about 
interceptions in the charts of  their clients. And Barry 
Hopewell, Andrei Andrada and I look at intercepted signs 
and planets in our own charts. 

We have two reviews covering five books: Wanda Smit 
reviews Goddesses in Everywoman and Gods in Everyman, by 
Jean Shinoda Bolen. Sue Lewis makes a deeply-informed 
appraisal of  three ground-breaking, recently published 
books on Jung and Astrology.  

In the second part of  a series of  articles on depth 
psychology Wolfhard König fascinatingly describes one of  
the earliest stages of  psychological development.  

I hope you enjoy this issue. 
Caroline  

conjunction@astrologicalpsychology.org

This is the APA Members’ printable version of  Conjunction 
Issue 69, June 2018. It is not ‘clickable’.



On the blog 

The following posts have appeared on the 
APA blog since Conjunction 68 was 
published in December (the most recent posts 
appear first in each list). Refer to the APA 
website for details. 

Astrological psychology related 

Forecasting Giants and Dodgers 

Morris Bodnar seeks to apply some aspects of 
the Huber approach, in conjunction with more 
traditional astrological techniques, to 
forecasting the result of a baseball game.  

What is a Cosmic Egg Timer 

Barry Hopewell explains the origins of the 
title of the popular introduction to astrological 
psychology. 

Astrology, Relationships and Click 
Horoscopes 

Joyce Hopewell looks at the use of 'click' 
charts in relationships between two people. 

Getting into Astrological Psychology 

Barry Hopewell considers the various ways of 
getting to know more about astrological 
psychology and the resources that are 
available. 

Reviews 

Informative and Colourful Introduction to 
Astrological Psychology  

Shaun Craik-Horan offers his review of the 
new colour edition of The Cosmic Egg Timer: 
Introducing Astrological Psychology by Joyce 
Hopewell and Richard Llewellyn 

A Farewell to Ice 

Sue Lewis considers the book A Farewell to 
Ice: A Report from the Arctic, by Peter 
Wadhams, friend and collaborator with Sue's 
half-brother, Edward Lyn Lewis – and relates 
this to Lewis's chart.  

Charts and Interpretation 

Gifts for Mankind. Troy and Mycenae – 
from Heinrich Schliemannn  

Wanda Smit looks at the life and chart of 
Heinrich Schliemann, the discoverer of 
ancient Troy. 

Anaïs Nin. A veiled Eros 

Wanda Smit uses the birth chart to lift the veil 
on the real Anaïs Nin, known as diarist, 
novelist and writer of erotica. 

Aldous Huxley. The Birdman from Beyond 

Wanda Smit looks at the life and chart of 
Aldous Huxley, best known for his novel 
Brave New World, and for his experiments 
with mescaline and the resulting essays, The 
Doors of Perception.  

Bruce Chatwin’s Songline 

Wanda Smit looks at the life and chart of 
travel writer, Bruce Chatwin, one of the first 
prominent men in Great Britain known to 
have died of AIDS. 

  ******* 

Apologies from Wanda Smit 
To readers of Conjunction 65 and 66: 
(Picasso article in two parts) 

I am sorry that I entered Picasso's birth time 
incorrectly into my software, which gave the 
same chart structure - the axe - but moved it to 
different houses. 
I regret that I made a hopefully forgivable 
mistake that led to a possible miss-take of 
Picasso. 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Up to date features and news have 
appeared on the APA blog. In case you 
missed them, summaries of significant 
items are provided in the following: 
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The Hubers and their Legacy 

by Barry Hopewell 

Early days 

While studying astronomy 
as a teenager in Zürich in 
the 1950s, Bruno Huber 
developed an interest in 
astrology and psychology. “It took two years of  
laboured cogitations to come to a decision: I 
would leave astronomy behind and turn to 
psychology instead, in the hope that... I might 
gain some fruitful insights into my attempts to 
get to grips with my fascinating hobby of  
astrology. For me from the very beginning those 
two disciplines ran parallel to each other, and 
over the years slowly but surely merged into one 
as a matter of  course.”‑  1

Bruno read all the astrological books he could 
get hold of, which eventually led to Mercurial 
indigestion at the “welter of  seemingly 
irreconcilable contradictions” in these works. In 
the course of  this research Bruno drew up the 
charts of  many people. This was in the days 

before computers. While on the obligatory Swiss 
military service, he kept these charts and 
continued to browse through and redraw them. 
“I began, at first quite unconsciously, to notice 
the gestalt within the chart.”‑   2

This process provided the first inspiration for an 
astrological-psychological approach to people, 
that used charts which could be understood at 
an intuitive and Jupiterian level rather than just 
an analytical and Mercurial level, eventually 
leading to the Huber-style charts we know today. 

For instance, if  we take a holistic look at Bruno's 
natal chart we see intimations of  the mountains 
of  Bruno's beloved Switzerland and those 
dynamic triangles restlessly searching for the 
peaks of  astrology, psychology and esotericism 
that he sought to climb. 

 Bruno & Louise Huber, The Development of  Astrological Psychology, Publication of  the Astrological Psychology Association, 1

2006, p. 2.

 Ibid, p. 3.2
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Barry Hopewell looks back over nearly 60 years at the contribution of  Swiss 
astrologer/psychologists Bruno and Louise Huber and those inspired by them. 

What is the significance of  what has become known as astrological psychology or 
the Huber Method?  

This article was first published in The Astrological Journal Nov/Dec 2017

Bruno Huber 1952

Bruno Huber data: 29/11/1930, 12:55, 
Zürich, Switzerland



Louise and esotericism 
Bruno's mother was a secretary in the Arcane 
School, an international spiritual school for the 
study of  the ancient wisdom. It was through this 
connection that Bruno came to meet a certain 
Louise R in Stuttgart. Louise had offered 
astrological consultation from a spiritual 
perspective, but realised that she could not help 
many of  her clients in those psychologically 
disturbed postwar times . Bruno and Louise 3

discovered their common enthusiasm for 
astrology and psychology, clicked immediately 
and soon married in 1953. 

Bruno & Louise engaged in an “extensive study 
of  the ancient wisdom” and, following the birth 
of  their son Michael, were involved for two 
years in establishing and administering the 
branch of  the Arcane School in Geneva . In 4

Bruno's words, "This helped us to gain the ever 
clearer insight that astrology is based on the 
esoteric mode of  thinking... The way the chart is 
constructed tells that it has a holistic approach 
to human nature.”   5

Psychosynthesis 

Eventually Bruno became dissatisfied with the 
spiritual work and was drawn increasingly to 
psychology, which was where lay many of  the 
problems of  the people he met. Fortuitously, 

Roberto Assagioli, founder of  the integrative 
and spiritual psychology of  psychosynthesis, was 
associated with the Arcane School and a friend 
of  Alice Bailey. In 1958 Assagioli invited Bruno 
to attend an intensive seminar in Florence, 
which he managed by cycling over the Alps from 
Geneva. Assagioli and Bruno got on well. Bruno 
and Louise were invited for an extended stay to 
help Assagioli with sorting out his papers and 
writing a book on psychosynthesis. ‑  6

Assagioli was acquainted with the work of  both 
Alice Bailey and Dane Rudyar and had explored 

astrology for himself . He encouraged the 7

Hubers in their astrological research, which was 
helped by their being involved in Assagioli's 
therapy sessions and their access to his extensive 
patient records. They were able to validate old 
astrological theories and develop and test new 
ones of  their own. During this period Bruno 
developed several important innovations. His 
researches suggested that the energy of  planets 
varied according to their position in a house, so 
he developed the intensity curve of  energy in 
the houses, which describes this variation.  8

This led on to emphasising the significance of  
the Low Point of  the house, where the energy 
focus is more inward oriented, and the cusp 
where the focus is outward into the world. 

 Ibid, p. 16.3

 Sue Lewis, Astrological Psychology, Western Esotericism and the Transpersonal, HopeWell, 2015, p. 19.4

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. Development of  AP, p. 5.5

!  I suspect this resulted in the book: Roberto Assagioli, Psychosynthesis, 1965 6

 Sue Lewis, Op cit. AP, Western Esotericism etc, p. 23.7

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. Development of  AP, p. 10.8
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Louise as a young woman Roberto Assagioli



These results were only valid with the Koch 
house system . 9

Bruno recounts how a synchronous coincidence 
of  similar client cases presented within a few 
weeks of  each other led to his discovery of  the 
significance of  time within the houses and hence 
the discovery of  Age Progression by 6 years in 

each house, starting from the ascendant at birth. 
This became known as the Life Clock.‑  “There 10

are moments in the life of  an astrologer which 
almost take the breath away.”‑  11

While in Florence the Hubers also became 
interested in art and the theories of  Goethe and 
Kandinsky, relating colour to psychology and 
spirituality. This led to their use of  colour in the 
birth chart, for example with appropriate 
colours representing the quality of  the aspects, 
and to the representation of  the chart as a sort 
of  coloured mandala characterising that person's 
energy.   12

Astrological Psychology Institute 

The Hubers returned to Zürich in 1962 with 
Assagioli's blessing, reported by Louise: 
“Assagioli said that every young person who felt 
responsible for the world and its development 
had to construct his own area of  responsibility, 
and that ours was the field of  astrological 
psychology”.‑  13

Bruno and Louise spent a further period of  
exploration, unsure of  how to proceed. It 
became clear to them that their way forward was 
to teach astrology. Bruno began to systematise 
his knowledge and establish a syllabus. In 1968 
they held a public lecture out of  which came an 
ongoing course attended by twelve people. 
Further courses soon followed. The Astrological 
Psychology Institute (API) was established, and 
thereafter provided Bruno and Louise with “a 
decent living”.‑  14

API began running regular courses and 
seminars, and published a German-language 
magazine Astrolog which continues to this day.‑   15

 See e.g. Bruno & Louise Huber, The Astrological Houses: A Psychological View of  Ourselves and Our World, HopeWell, 2011.9

!  For details: Bruno & Louise Huber, LifeClock: The Huber Method of  Timing in the Horoscope, HopeWell, 2006.10

!  Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. Development of  AP, p. 11.11

 Sue Lewis, Op cit. AP, Western Esotericism etc, p. 33.12

!  Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. Development of  AP, p. 17.13

!  Ibid, p. 14.14

!  Magazine Astrolog, now published bi-monthly by Internationaler Fachverband für Astrologische Psychologie (IFAP), 15
http://www.astrologie-portal.org. Some of  this legacy of  articles is available in English in the books Astrolog I: Life and 
Meaning, HopeWell, 2008, and Astrolog II: Family, Relationships and Health, HopeWell, 2009. 
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House Intensity Curve

Life Clock

http://www.astrologie-portal.org/


Louise was the formidable organising force 
behind the enterprise that eventually trained 
thousands of  students. A look at her chart 
shows a strong second house Taurean Sun 
pinning an incomplete Trapeze figure which 
domines the chart. People with this aspect figure 
are usually “dominant within a group, where 
they serve as a role model...”‑  Louise made 16

things happen.  

The Huber Books 

The Huber teachings were initially given out in 
courses and seminars, but eventually became 
codified into a series of  books, initially in 
German with API as publisher:  

• In 1975, their book on the Houses  17

outlined their overall approach on the 
psychological significance of  the 
horoscope and each of  its five distinct 
levels: the centre circle representing 

soul/Self, the aspect pattern, planets, 
signs and houses. This book focuses on 
the psychological significance of  the 
houses and the various zones and 
polarities in the chart, expounding on 
those insights from Florence already 
mentioned. 

• In the early 1980s came books on Age 
Progression  showing how the natal chart 18

can be used as a life clock identifying key 
psychological influences – a valuable 
diagnostic tool in counselling.  

• A further book by Bruno followed on 
achieving Psychosynthes i s through 
astrology – how key psychological 
features are reflected in the horoscope: 
intelligence, personality integration and 
love and relationships . The challenges 19

of  personality integration can be related 
to the positions of  the personality (ego) 
p lanets in the char t and the i r 
r e l a t i on sh ip s w i th e a ch o the r , 
introducing the concept of  the Family 
Model.  

• Around that time, Louise wrote her own 
book of  meditations on the Signs of  the 
Zodiac , based on her own extensive 20

experience including facilitating monthly 
full moon meditations. 

• Over the next decade the Hubers' ideas 
o n s p i r i t u a l d e ve l o p m e n t a n d 
transformation gradually emerged. In 
Moon Node Astrology  the moon nodes 21

can give important indicators for 
spiritual development, and the Moon 
Node Chart gives information on the 
unconscious shadow personality (karma 
from another viewpoint). With the 

!  Joyce Hopewell, Aspect Patterns in Colour, HopeWell, 2010, p. 46.16

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. Houses. First published in German 1975.17

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. LifeClock. First published in German 1980-83 in several volumes.18

 Bruno Huber, Astrological Psychosynthesis, HopeWell 2006. First published in German in 3 volumes 1981-84.19

 Louise Huber, Reflections and Meditations on the Signs of  the Zodiac, American Federation of  Astrologers, 1984. First 20

published in German 1981.

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Moon Node Astrology: The Inner Compass of  Evolution, HopeWell 2005. First published in German 21

in 1991.
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Louise Huber chart.  
Birth data: 10/05/1924, 03:15, 

Bamberg, Germany



House Chart (below) this leads to 
working with the three charts, as 
anticipated by Alice Bailey: “Astrologers 
will eventually find it necessary to cast 
three horoscopes...”‑  22

• The next book on Transformation  covers 23

a number of  factors related to spiritual 
development, including the concept of  
stress planets that can drain energy from 
other parts of  the psyche, the spiritual 
significance of  low points, and the 
H o u s e C h a r t w h i c h i n d i c a t e s 
env i ronmenta l demands on the 
individual.  

• The first book of  the new millennium 
was on Aspect Patterns,  explaining the 24

Huber approach of  only using the 
Ptolemaic 30º aspects with tried and 
tested orb values. Semi-sextile and 
quincunx are included, both being 
significant from a psychological 
perspective. The aspect pattern reveals 
deep motivations of  the personality. 

• T he i r f i n a l book exp l a i n s t h e 
psychological meaning of  the Planets 
related to their positioning in the 
horoscope . This includes the vital 25

concepts of  tool, ego and transpersonal 
p l a n e t s , a n d o f  t h e l e v e l o f  
consciousness at which a planet is 
operating in the person's life. 

English speaking world 

The Hubers became regular speakers on the 
international astrology circuit and ran seminars 
at venues across the world, inspiring many to 
explore their approach. They were also co-
instrumental in the establishment of  a series of  
World Astrology Congresses in Lucerne, 
Switzerland.  

The Huber teachings often encountered 
resistance, particularly in the English-speaking 
world, as they went against some conventional 
astrological 'knowledge'. A particular area of  
conflict was the assertion that Saturn often 
represents the mother in the chart, whereas 
Moon often represents the child, as in the 
Family Model. This is perhaps not so 
contentious now that their approach is better 
understood. 

In 1983 astrologers Richard Llewellyn of  
England and Pamela Tyler of  USA were inspired 
by working with the Hubers to establish an 
English Huber School.  Richard wrote the 26

courses which provided the path to a Diploma 
in Astrological Psychology award. This was 
translated to provide the basis for the Spanish 
Huber School established by Rosa Solé in 
Barcelona. 

The English school evolved to become the 
Astrological Psychology Association (APA) in 
2003, providing courses by mail and then email 
across the world. This has its own website,  27

bookshop and magazine Conjunction.  

At this time the publisher HopeWell was 
established in the UK to ensure availability of  

 Alice Bailey, A Treatise on White Magic, Lucis Press, 1934, p. 439.22

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Transformation: Astrology as a Spiritual Path, HopeWell 2008. First published in German 1985-1996.23

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Aspect Pattern Astrology, HopeWell, 2005. First published German 1999.24

 Bruno & Louise Huber, The Planets and their Psychological Meaning: Capabilities and Tools of  the Personality, HopeWell, 2006. 25

First published German 2002.

 Richard Llewellyn, “How the English Huber School came into being”, Conjunction, July 2013, p. 24.26

 See www.astrologicalpsychology.org.27
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Ptolemaic aspects
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the Huber teachings in English. First came a 
new introduction to astrological psychology  by 28

Richard Llewellyn and APA Principal Joyce 
Hopewell. This was followed by new translations 
of  Huber books into English or republication 
of  those no longer in print, interspersed with 
further books by Joyce Hopewell on practical 
use of  the method,  and books by Sue Lewis  29 30

and John Grove . All the Huber books are now 31

available in English. 

In 2016, due to declining enrolments, APA 
decided to run down the courses, publish the 
c o m p l e t e H u b e r M e t h o d a n d o f f e r 
complementary tutoring. The most significant 
Huber teachings can now be found in this single 
volume,  based on the Diploma course. There 32

is of  course more detail on specific features in 
the earlier books. 

Evolution 

In 1991 a heart attack forced Bruno Huber to 
slow down. His son Michael took over much of  
the API teaching work alongside Louise.  

I remember well Bruno and Louise's last visit 
together to England in 1998 to give a seminar 
Astrology and the Seven Rays, revisiting their 
spiritual roots after a lifetime's experience. 
Louise was still a powerful creative force, 
speaking with great humour and spiritual insight. 
Bruno was much quieter, but exuded the 
wisdom of  one who knew so much. Both had 
that unfailing humour that always lit up their 
sessions. Material from the seminar became a 
book, which is still popular today.‑  33

Bruno died in 1999, after which Louise and 
Michael continued to lead the Swiss API. 

Asked how he saw the future, Bruno said 
“There will be many little Huber schools, 
because we have very good teachers now.”  In a 34

 Joyce Hopewell, The Cosmic Egg Timer: Introducing Astrological Psychology, HopeWell, 2004/2011.28

 Joyce Hopewell, The Living Birth Chart, HopeWell, 2008, Aspect Patterns in Colour, HopeWell, 2010, Using Age Progression, 29

HopeWell, 2013.

 Sue Lewis, Op cit. AP, Western Esotericism etc,30

 John D.Grove, Dreams and Astrological Psychology, HopeWell, 2014.31

 Ed Barry Hopewell, Astrological Psychology: The Huber Method, HopeWell, 2017.32

!  Bruno & Louise Huber, Astrology and the Seven Rays, HopeWell, 2006.33

 Ibid, p. 58.34
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From last English seminar, 1998, Devon. Picture shows from left to right: Joyce Hopewell (APA 
Principal, Louise Huber, Bruno Huber, Richard Llewellyn (APA founder).



sense, this has come to pass. In the German 
speaking world, under the umbrella of  IFAP  35

there are a number of  teaching establishments 
of  astrological psychology. In the English 
speaking world, APA  provides a similar 36

umbrella for tutors and consultants on 
astrological psychology. Louise herself  passed 
away in January 2016 and the Swiss API is no 
more.  

Modern perspectives 

Many astrologers may wish to add the Huber 
approach as part of  their astrologer's toolkit, 
along the lines indicated by Charles Harvey 
when commenting on the English Diploma 
Course: “If  you are considering embarking upon 
professional training in psychologically oriented 
astrology this Course deserves serious 
consideration as part of  your studies. However, 
the very nature of  astrology demands that each 
student should in a sense adopt the Medieval 
model and obtain the widest range of  
viewpoints and approaches.” ‑  But care is 37

needed; it's important not to mix systems up 
without being aware of  what you are doing. 

Astrological psychology provides a valuable tool 
for use in for counselling, and has attracted 
many psychologists and psychotherapists. From 
his wide experience Bruno reported that “What 
I do in two hours, a good therapist needs one or 
two years to get the same clarity of  picture.”  38

While few would reach such a level, many 
counsellors are able to quickly home in on their 
client's current problems. 

Sue Lewis has reviewed astrological psychology 
from an academic perspective, and summarises: 
“The roots of  its method lie in the esoteric 
wisdom of  ancient civilizations, to which 
modern methods of  restoring equilibrium 
between cognitive and sensory learning have 
been applied. The astrologer’s gaze extends over 
three principal charts for interpretation, one 

facilitating insight into the Akashic records of  
the past, and another mapping the collective 
environment of  the present, as well as the 
central imprint of  birth, the beginning of  the 
journey, showing the way to psychosynthesis and 
transpersonal development, and using that most 
appropriate of  symbolic systems, the language 
of  the cosmos.”‑   39

From my own perspective, as one perhaps more 
interested in human development, I find the 
comprehensive Huber Method a major 
contribution to understanding our individual 
place as part of  the one universe. It represents a 
simplified and usable subset of  astrology, 
incorporating a valuable and practical emphasis 
on raising the level of  our psychology and 
spirituality. 

Final thought 

We are indebted to Bruno & Louise Huber, who 
dedicated their lives to this enterprise of  
bringing together astrology and psychology. As 
Bruno put it at that 1998 seminar: “...this is the 
only astrology that correlates the two fields into 
one. That's why it has this name 'astrological 
psychology’” . 40

 Internationaler Fachverband für Astrologische Psychologie (IFAP), http://www.astrologie-portal.org/35

 See www.astrologicalpsychology.org.36

 Charles Harvey, “The English Huber School”, in Astrological Journal, 1985.37

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. Seven Rays, p. 191.38

 Sue Lewis, Op cit. AP, Western Esotericism etc, p. 175.39

 Bruno & Louise Huber, Op cit. Seven Rays, p. 190.40
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New Release from Cathar Software - MegaStar 9 

By Juan Saba 

After almost 10 years since the launch of  its latest major update, Cathar 
Software has launched the new release of  MegaStar, the most complete and 
known program on the market to perform astrological calculations following 
Huber Method guidelines. We are talking about the new and renewed release 
Megastar 9. 

This new release 9 includes remarkable improvements in the visual interface, including smoothing 
graphics (antiliansing) which makes it much more attractive and delicate to view, with the 

possibility of  defining the size of  the screen, facilitating operation with other applications. It also 
includes the possibility of  showing glyphs of  signs and planets with shadows. 

MegaStar 9 includes new some new Huber tools presented by Michel Huber in his course and 
seminars in Spain, such as the new Dharma Chart. 

Couples’ Analysis 

It also includes the graphs of  the most recent work of  Michael Huber referred to as ‘Couple 
Analysis’. This extraordinary job includes: the Crown Connections, Polarity Analysis, 3 Stars 
Analysis, Partner Cells and Age Points Comparison. 

In order to familiarise the Huber English-speaking community with these new techniques, Cathar 
Software is in the process of  translating instructional documentation from this group of  new and 
remarkable tools from API Spain courses and Seminars. 
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Juan Saba provides an overview of  the newly-released update 
MegaStar 9, by Cathar Software, creator of  astrology software 

that is so valuable to astrologers using the Huber Method. 



Crown Connections allow relating Soul and Nodal with the Radix Charts and focus on the 
cardinal scope of  the Couple Analysis, showing the flows of  will in the relationship from 
personality, soul and karmic areas. This provides insight into the deepest and most intense 
connections. 

Polarity Analysis refers to the fixed aspect of  the relationship, through the observation of  the 
comparison of  the male and female planets of  the couple. They compare aspects of  sexuality 
throughout the observation of  Venus and Mars, maternal and paternal roles with the Moon and 
the Sun and the ideal roles shown by the spiritual planets Uranus and Pluto. 
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The Stars represent the mutable part of  the couple analysis, where a valuation of  the love is 
shown, the purpose of  its emergence and what it aims to achieve. It uses 3 stars that are the 
Ascending Star, Marvelous Star and Sensi Star. 

Next, an analysis of  the Structures of  the Self  is carried out, through the comparison of  the 
personal planets of  the Radix, Soul and Nodal charts, in a presentation of  the Partner Cells, that 
allows us to see the 63 contacts between the personal planets in a single graphic. 
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Finally, Age Point Comparison for the Couple is included for this analysis for given events.  

Traditional Astrology 

As regards traditional astrology, interesting improvements are included in Transits, Progressions 
and Directions subparts, with the possibility of  getting Life Span tables for each of  the techniques 
for periods of  up to 80 years in the same table for user-defined planets and aspects, with the 
possibility of  including planets to signs ingress  
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MegaStar 9 includes new and useful Tools such as Dynamic Analysis that allows knowing dates 
for transits, progressions or directions to the natal or progressed positions. These are available 
both in Table and in Timeline format for planets and aspects defined by the user. 

New Ephemerides in graphical presentation, where the user can show transits, progressions and 
directions for given periods of  time. 

For all those who like to perform weekly analyses, MegaStar 9 includes a presentation for daily 
exploration up to 7 days. 

An amazing Astrological Calendar where the user can see, in addition to the astronomical events, 
the transits, progressions and directions to radical chart presented in 2 different formats 
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MegaStar 9 includes a new and superb AstroCartography tool with meridian and ascending lines 
and local space. Eclipses path graph, and many more tools… 

A new tool with Astrological Clock that allows the user to move forward or backward in time and 
modify the speed of  that movement. The Clock can stay in a separate window while the program 
is open. 

MegaStar 9 includes the possibility of  saving images in memory to paste them into any open 
document, save them as JPG and sends emails directly from the same program. 

In summary, the new tools presented in this new version 9 of  MegaStar represent a very valuable 
contribution, both for astrologers who use the Huber Method exclusively and also wish to expand 
their knowledge with the new techniques developed by Michael Huber, as well as for those who 
like to combine it with tools of  traditional astrology. Astrologers can find in MegaStar 9 a tool 
that covers all their needs for professional calculations with the precision with which Cathar 
Software has accustomed us, adding now the highest quality of  images and presentations.  
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Astroprinted Jewellery: A meeting between Astrology and New Age technology. 

by Andrei Andrada 

I was always fascinated by art crafts, hand-
made unique pieces of  jewellery, believing 
that each one of  them describes the soul of  
their Creator. I’ve liked and created jewellery 
from polymer clay, fascinated by the infinite 
possibilities of  bringing to life the clay as pieces 
of  earrings or pendants.  

Two years ago, I decided to follow my passion 
for astrology and, after completing a foundation 
course with a Romanian traditional astrology 
school, I felt that I want to understand the 
deeper meaning of  this symbolic language. The 
Astrological Psychology diploma course was 
what I was looking for because of  its holistic 
approach and its revolutionary method of  
looking at a natal chart using the “senses, the 
eyes and the intuition”.  

During about the same period, I heard about 3d 
printing technology. Its beauty and benefits are 
incommensurable. With its help, great ideas and 
visions become reality, empowering anyone’s 
imagination to be put in practice. From 
jewellery to home decorations and clothes to 
ideas that solve real-world problems like 
prosthetics and 3d printed food are all part of  
this amazing industry.  

Back to astrology, speaking and 
consulting friends about their charts, I 
have observed their great interest in 
our little game: to look at the aspect 
image from their chart and tell what 
they see with their “third eye”. The 
feedback was always positive and full 
of  meaning. An idea came - what if  I 
can offer them as a reminder of  their 
uniqueness a piece of  jewellery? We 
always ask new encounters “what is 
your sign?” but what if  we can just 
show them the bracelet/necklace and 
generate an interesting conversation 
about planets, astrology and our role 
in the Universe? It can be also a great 
tool for raising awareness about the 
Huber method, about Astrological 
Psychology and its meaning.  
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I have put the already made jewellery on my new 
website www.astroprinted.com. The items are 
made from a variety of  materials and colours 
ranging from stainless steel to silver, brass, 
bronze or gold. I am enthusiastic in developing 
this project with new models, ideals and a new 
collection of  astrological rings and earrings  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Intercepted Planets 
and Picasso 1932: 
Love, Fame, Tragedy 

by Sue Lewis 

Pablo Picasso was born 
on 25 October 1881 at 
23:15 in Málaga, Spain, 
and died on 8 April 1973 
in Mougins, Provence. 
Although I have written 
a b o u t h i m b e f o r e 
(Conjunction 48, March 2010, pages 10-14), a 
new exhibition at Tate Modern (8 March-9 
September 2018) focusing on a specific year in 
his life has prompted me to revisit his chart as 
well as his paintings, especially as his six 
intercepted planets are relevant to this current 
issue. The interception of  two ego planets, two 
thinking planets, and two transpersonal planets 
endowed Picasso with a rich inner life that 
sought expression through his art, as he 
continually introduced fresh perspectives into 
his prolific artistic output. In 1932, he is 
quoted as having said, ‘The work that one does 
is a way of  keeping a diary’.‑  1

In Paris, he had two identical flats on 
consecutive floors, a spotlessly clean middle-
class apartment where Parisian society 
gathered—mostly his wife, Olga’s domain—
and an unfurnished atelier above where he 
painted, sculpted, smoked, and rummaged 
th rough books and paper s w i thou t 
interruption. 

Picasso’s intercepted planets are in the fixed 
signs of  Scorpio and Taurus across the 
individuality axis from houses 4-10 and his life 
and his art were irrevocably intertwined. He 
started drawing as soon as he could hold a 
pencil and continued to work until his death at 
the age of  91. Sun in Scorpio makes a one-way 
opposition to Saturn and a one-way quincunx 

to Pluto, which is linked by a one-way 
conjunction to Jupiter. Pluto and Jupiter are in 
opposition to Mercury in Scorpio. Saturn, 
Jupiter and Pluto are in Taurus, as is Neptune, 
which is a whisker away from conjunction with 
Saturn in a freewheeling trine to Uranus in 
Virgo in the 2nd house. Picasso may have 
nearly died of  starvation in his late teens, when 
his uncle withdrew his allowance for dropping 
out of  pedestrian art college in Madrid, 
preferring to study and copy El Greco and 
other stylized artists in the Prado, but, by the 
age of  50, his artistic imagination, inventive 
flair, and prolific output were bringing in good 
money, though the 1932 exhibition, arising out 
of  the Great Depression, was not a financial 
success.  

Sun and Pluto are anchored to the outer world 
by a search triangle with Venus in Libra in the 
3rd house—the ever-present feminine muse in 
the house of  communication—while Saturn 
occupies one angle of  a projection triangle 

 Picasso in Tériade, ‘En causant avec Picasso’, L’Intransigent, 15 June 1932, p. 1, repr. in catalogue, The EY Exhibition Picasso 1

1932: Love Fame Tragedy, ed. by Achim Borchardt-Hume and Nancy Ireson (London: Tate Publishing, 2018), p. 44.
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A current exhibition at Tate Modern prompted Sue Lewis to revisit Pablo 
Picasso’s birth chart with six planets intercepted. 
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with Mars in Cancer in the 12th house—
anticipating Picasso’s self-imposed exile from 
his native Spain under Fascist rule. At the apex 
of  the projection triangle are Moon conjunct 
North Node in Sagittarius, fittingly at the open 
door of  the 5th house of  creativity. Neither of  
the thinking planets, Mercury and Jupiter, has 
easy access to the outside world, so it is 
unsurprising that Picasso was largely illiterate 
until the age of  10, struggled to pick up 
enough Catalan to converse with artistic and 
literary groups in Barcelona, where he attended 
art school at the age of  13 and had many 
friends, and resisted giving TV interviews in 
France that would expose the imperfections in 
his French.  

Picasso’s first retrospective exhibition was held  
at the Georges Petit galleries in Paris, in June 
1932, and moved on to the Kunsthaus, Zürich, 
in September. By age 50, he was famous and 
wealthy, but people were asking whether he’d 
passed his heyday. Had he anything new to 
offer? Being an independent artist, who 
resisted the dictates of  his dealer, Picasso 
chose to curate the show himself  and, instead 
o f  p r e s e n t i n g t h e p u b l i c w i t h a 
chronologically-ordered display showing how 
his art had evolved through distinct phases, he 
deliberately mixed up styles to include 

paintings from his Blue Period, when he was 
mourning the suicide of  his friend Casagemas, 
experiments with Cubism, elegant pictures of  
his ballerina wife, Olga and their son, Paulo 
dressed as Harlequin, interspersed with 
previously unseen, curvaceous portraits of  his 
new Swiss muse, Marie-Thérèse Walter. The 
figure of  eight underpins many of  her poses, 
one of  the earliest, gentlest and least erotic 
being Young Woman with Mandolin (10 January 
1932), reproduced here.  

This is one of  several paintings depicting the 
subject with an other-worldly expression, as if  
her mind and heart were somewhere else. 
Another painting that combines the erotic and 
the spiritual is Girl before a Mirror (14 March 
1932), whose colours and background give the 
impression of  a stained-glass window. In the 
early 1930s, Picasso created several drawings 
and paintings ‘after the Isenheim altarpiece of  
the Crucifixion’ by Matthias Grünewald (c. 
1510-15). Around this time, too, he bought an 
old manor house in Boisgeloup, Normandy, 
whose extensive outhouses became sculpture 
studios where he moulded numerous faces, 
facial parts, body parts and, notably, a cock 
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‘whose horrible and particular solar cry always 
approximates the screams of  a slaughter’. 
Dismemberment and rescue were significant 
themes emerging in the course of  this seminal 
period.  2

Although Picasso curated his own exhibition in 
Paris, a chronological catalogue of  his works 
was produced by the Greek-French writer, 
editor, and publisher, Christian Zervos, and his 
paintings were hung chronologically in Zürich, 
where at least one significant visitor was so 
shocked by his range of  emotions and use of  
strident colours in his later works that he wrote 
an ar t ic le sug gest ing Picasso was a 
schizophrenic artist whose ‘brilliant, clear-cut, 
and even violent colours of  the most recent 
period correspond to the unconscious mind’s 
tendency to overcome the conflict of  the 
emotions by force’. This was surely an over-
the-top reaction by Carl Gustav Jung 
(1875-1961), especially given our knowledge of  
the relationship between Jung’s number 1 and 
number 2 personalities from posthumous 
publication of  his Memories, Dreams, Reflections 
(1961), and his dialogue with manifestations of  
the unconscious after his breakup with Freud 

prior to World War 1, recorded in his diary, The 
Red Book, published in 2009. Zervos certainly 
opposed Jung’s diagnosis and rapidly published 
a French translation in tiny print in his Cahiers 
d’Art preceded by two pages of  indignant 
refutation in larger print.  Astrologically, I 3

imagine Jung’s setting Leo Sun was profoundly 
disturbed by the audacity with which Picasso’s 
midnight Sun intercepted in Scorpio portrayed 
his disquiet in the years before his marriage 
breakup (1935) and the Spanish Civil War 
(1936), giving the public a glimpse of  his 
emotions. Picasso’s studio was undoubtedly 
messier than Jung’s study, but it is easy to find 
parallels in trauma. 

In the age progression chart for Picasso’s 51st 
solar return on 25 October 1932, the natal and 
nodal age points are separating after his 2nd 
crossing point on 30 December 1930, the year 
he bought Boisgeloup. He probably met 
Marie-Thérèse in 1931, and 1932 was the year 
he began reinventing himself  and preparing 
for changing circumstances. The tension 
between his need for fresh inspiration through 
a new woman and his family loyalties is 
expressed by a square from his natal age point 
in Aries in the 9th house to Mars in Cancer in 
the 12th. His nodal age point in 8th house 
Pisces makes an ambivalence triangle with 
Mercury and Jupiter, encouraging him to delve 
into primitive art and spirituality for alternative 
ways of  moulding the disparate parts and 
communicating life’s story.  

A significant feature of  the process of  self-
becoming for those of  us with several 
intercepted planets in our charts is our need to 
develop a rich inner life, as well as a reasonably 
successful outer life, and build connecting 
bridges, synthesizing them as well as we can, a 
task that is easier during some periods than 
others.  The successful bridge-builder is an 4

intuitive observer, who can manage strong 
impulses from within by giving them shape 
and context, acknowledging bubbling disquiet 
and allowing it space—not supressing it, as a 
secretive Scorpio Sun might be tempted to do

 Paintings, photo of  Picasso, and quotation by Georges Bataille on the cock repr. from pp. 49, 85, 101 and 140 of  EY 2

Exhibition Catalogue. 

 Patrick O’Brian, Picasso: A Biography (Hammersmith: HarperCollins, 1976), pp. 488-92.3

 The four intercepted planets in my chart are Moon in Aries in the 3rd house trine Pluto in Leo, conjunct Venus in the 8th 4

house, and Moon opposition Neptune in Libra in the 9th house. Moon is like an underground conductor of  the orchestra.
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—while also maintaining a public face until, 
inevitably, things must change.  

Picasso was undoubtedly a difficult man to live 
with, whose passion resided in his art and, 
when his muses ceased to inspire they became 
collateral damage. I do not condone his 
conduct towards the wives and mistresses he 
loved and then let go. 

I am fascinated by his capacity to plumb the 
depths, individually and collectively, and 
transmit so much vitality and soul that, forty-
five years after his death, we can feel his energy 
when we enter a room of  paintings he did in 
1932. Six out of  ten of  the planets in Picasso’s 
natal chart were intercepted, but he was a 
survivor, and he will almost certainly go down 
in history as the greatest artist of  the twentieth 
century. 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Interception: A Journey between Lives 

by Trish Crawford 

I have encountered this chart 
recently with a client who 
came for a consultation, and 
she has given permission for 
me to write this. Mary has 
Saturn/Uranus conjunct in 
Sagittarius, intercepted in the 
3rd House, with Saturn at low-
point. All of  these factors present quite a 
cocktail of  challenges. On the surface, looking at 
the Family Model, it might seem that Mary has/
had a problem of  communication (3rd House) 
with her mother (Saturn) and with not being 
seen or valued for her own individual thoughts 
and ideas (interception; LP; Sagittarius). This 
was not quite the case. 

Her mother passed away at age 13, soon after 
her age-point entered the intercepted sign. This 
naturally caused a great upheaval in her life 
(conjunct Uranus), and a great deal of  emotional 
stress (Moon square Saturn). But this was 
exacerbated by an unsatisfactory relationship 
with her father – the remaining parent. The 
Moon is trine to her Sun/Pluto conjunction 
(father in the Family Model). A trine may 
indicate a need to please the parent, for the sake 
of  harmony, to ‘do as told’, hence leading to 
adapted behaviour. And this is what Mary 
reports to be the case. Growing up, she felt 
‘muted’ by her father, unable to express herself. 

She became emotionally introverted during 
those 3rd House intercepted years, and invested a 
lot of  energy in academic work, doing well at 
school, because this was something her mother 
valued and would have been proud of.  

There is much of  related interest here also 
beyond pure astrology. Around the age of  23, 
Mary was diagnosed with thyroid cancer. The 
surgeons were able to successfully operate, but 
apparently, if  left much longer, it would have 
destroyed her ability to speak. One can see how 
this relates to her 3rd House interception, and 
probably a blockage in the throat chakra (rules 
the thyroid), which eventually manifested on the 
physical plane. Mary writes: “In some ways I 
intuitively felt like it was due to blocked energy 
and me being unable to express myself  in this 
relationship”. 

Of  further interest, Mary had a past life 
regression in which she experienced her current 
father strangling her, due to her lack of  success 
as a healer in treating his brother. This has 
helped her to understand the feelings she has in 
this life of  being ‘muted and strangled’ by him, 
as she puts it. Having had a ‘very toxic 
relationship’ with him, she says that now, having 
distanced herself, they “have a more loving and 
balanced relationship with boundaries”. 

After the successful surgery, Mary then trained 
as a Speech Therapist, thus enabling others to 
speak and find their voice. She has developed a 
professional skill which gives her a stable 
financial independence and sense of  self-worth 
(2nd House, Sun/Pluto), and now as her age-
point enters her 6th House in Pisces, with the 
Moon, she is looking to develop further more 
psycho/spiritual healing modes, having already 
trained as a Reiki practitioner.  

Mary has risen to meet the huge challenges 
presented by the interception, and discovered 
the spiritual meaning therein, giving her strength 
and direction in life. And from being a source of  
difficulty and problems, her Sun/Pluto 
conjunction in Scorpio has risen like the 
phoenix from the ashes, to express its depth, 
strength and intuitive powers.  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Intercepted Venus and Jupiter in 
my natal chart 

by Andrei Andrada 

“If  you keep a green 
bough in your heart, 
surely the singing 
bird wil l come.” 
Chinese proverb  

 
Intercepted planets are described as 
energies locked in a house with lost 
keys…  
In my chart, Venus the planet of  Love, 
of  values shared in relationships, is 
intercepted in Virgo, in the 7th house of  
relationships and partnerships, together 
with the planet of  good-luck, expansion, 
and generosity – Jupiter. Intercepted 
means that my real needs for love and 
affection, to grow, to gain wisdom and 
knowledge are not easily recognized by 
others with whom I come in contact 
through the 7th house.  

T h e m a i n p r o b l e m o f  b o t h 
interceptions can be solved by finding 
solution-keys for a healthy manifestation 
of  their energies.  
But what can one do to find the door 
keys to these two planets hidden 
secrets? The Universe is wise and the 
answer comes only depending on the 
understanding gained by reaching 
different levels of  awareness.  

Venus is unaspected also, meaning that 
her powers for self-expression were left 
on their own devices. Pure freedom! For 
sure, on a primary level of  awareness, 
she loves to act wild and unrestricted by 
conventions. Jupiter, being more close 
to the exit, tries to use his Luck by force. 
But, weak by sign, near the house cusp, 

the result is just dizziness and post-
stress.  
The 7th house has Leo on its cusp, so 
the first impression made on others is 
an optimistic and self-confident look. 
Virgo traits are hidden and not seen 
only after a while: Venus’ real needs are 
for perfection, detail and dedication.  
Through a lot of  self-observation 
comes the second level of  awareness – 
when she realises it’s wrong assuming 
that others can have always the right 
answer because Venus is also on the 

Low Point, therefore the secret can be 
found just looking within one’s Soul. 
A f t e r m a n y “ t r i a l a n d e r r o r ” 
experiences, Jupiter expands his 
knowledge through travels and books 
and Venus through introspection, 
practising yoga and meditation, with 
care and love turned inwards. In this 
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Andrei Andrada’ s intercepted Venus and Jupiter inspire a message of  
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way, the third level of  awareness can be 
reached - the path to the Inner Journey. 

On this realm, Venus and Jupiter don’t 
give up searching but they let go 
scattering all the energies trying to “fix” 
other people. Maybe that ideal someone 
will not pass on their street, then what 
can be done? To wait forever or better 
to go outside by themselves, to find 
ways of  expression without giving too 
much in the hope for redemption? But 
how? I think to create a beautiful space 
where they are already because the love 
inside is enough.  

To live with equanimity is one of  the 
requirements of  having a Venus 
intercepted! The pain is surely there but, 
using the alchemical process, can be 
transformed in love for the other. 

Now, studying the Age Point, I’ve 
realised that I’ve lost my mother in the 
deep waters of  Pisces sign altogether 
with the keys to the interception exactly 
when the Age Point was making an 
opposition with my natal Venus. Back 
then, I have felt the bitter taste given by 
confusion and unrequited needs for 
maternal love and closeness. But also, 
the feeling that a beautiful angel is 
embracing me with her wings all the 
time, sensing its constant presence in 
the spiritual manifestation of  my life.  
But, oh, was hard to live only with faith 
in a love that I didn’t have in a tangible 
everyday life! Because it is not easy to 
live with Faith alone for an Earth sign 
like my Venus but that’s exactly what is 
required – faithfulness and fearlessness for 
what I believe, it makes my heart sing.  

Now I know that the key to the door is 
only in my heart and is my mother’s 
greatest gift for me. With Neptune in 
the 10th house and with a Pisces 
intercepted in the first house, I feel that 
my mission is bringing further my 
legacy, spreading through my actions the 
message of  love and compassion with 

and for others. Now, soon when the 
Age Point will conjunct my Venus, I see 
it as an opportunity to give shape and 
form to my dreams.  

“When we use clay to make a pot 
it is the hollow space that makes it a 
pot. 
Doors and windows in a house 
function through this emptiness. 
Thus we are using what is not 
to help us use what is.” 
  Lao Tzu 

Bibliography  
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My intercepted Sun/Mercury/Mars 

by Barry Hopewell 

H a v i n g t h r e e p l a n e t s 
conjunct in intercepted 4th 
house Scorpio, it seems 
appropriate to rise to our 
editor's challenge on whether 
they are a hindrance or a 
blessing. 

The issue of  Sun/Mercury/Mars being 
intercepted is for me always confused by the fact 
that these planets are also in conjunction. It sort 
of  feels natural to me that thought/decision/
action are one process. For me, the archetypal 
experience of  this was, in my younger days, as a 
reasonably good player of  very fast chess 
('lightning' or 'five minute'), when integration of  
these functions was a great asset! I'm not even 
sure how others might experience these planets 
separately.  

In the chart image I see 
this conjunction as the 
rudder of  the sailing ship 
s t e e r i ng towa rds the 
psychological 12th house, 
Saturn at the prow and 
Venus at the stern, Uranus 
(new ideas) as the guiding 
light, with philosophical 9th 
house Moon overseeing all 
from the top of  the mast. 
Of  course, the 12th house 
is the most inward-looking 
house, which sor t of  
reinforces the effect of  the 
intercepted Sun. 

Regarding the interception of  Scorpio/Taurus, 
maybe the corresponding periods of  the Life 
Clock will give some clue. My Scorpio years 
correspond roughly with my period of  university 
education, away from home for the first time. 
Studying in a college room is a great place to be 
intercepted. You can get on with your studies, 
reading, learning about life, interacting with a 
close group of  friends, playing chess... 

This sort of  intercepted existence was clearly 
more introverted than extrovert, and provided 

for success in certain areas, such as getting a 
degree, developing a wide range of  interests, and 
becoming a strong chess player. It did however 
mitigate against becoming socially proficient and 
taking advantage of  the broad range of  
intellectual contacts that were available at the 
university. I guess the point is there were 
blessings and there were hindrances, which in 
the end add up to who I was. There is no 
judgement of  positive or negative in this. 

My Taurean period roughly corresponds with 
the first years of  my retirement from the IT 
industry and from running public New 
R e n a i s s a n c e l e c t u r e s - t a k i n g u p 
motorcaravanning for intercepted holidays, 
taking a mercurial Taurean writing course 
leading on to editing and publishing books, and 
completing the APA Diploma Course. So 
another period of  going inward to set the 
groundwork for the future. Again, how can I 
judge positive or negative – it is who I am. 

All these factors seem to 
reinforce the image of  
someone who does not 
seek the limelight but 
works in the background to 
hopefully beneficial effect. 
Hence my current role in 
A PA – k e e p i n g t h e 
website/blog going and 
helping the trustees to keep 
APA itself  going, while at 
the same time running the 
book publisher HopeWell. 

But a cautionary note. I 
look at my father and his 
f a t h e r , a n d t h e i r 

personalities show similar 
features to my own – so there is a significant 
hereditary/environmental factor involved here. I 
notice that my father's chart also probably has 
(different) intercepted planets, but I do not have 
a correct birth time. With astrological 
psychology we are not dealing with an exact 
science! 

It is enough that the birth chart has indicators 
that correlate with the reality of  my life, and 
confirming that they are consistent with other 
ways of  looking at the question. It all helps with 
increasing self  knowledge and understanding,  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As Peas in a Pod 

by Joyce Hopewell  

The charts of  twins 
don’t make for easy 
interpretation. Maybe 
it’s slightly easier if  the 
twins are not identical, 
b u t w h a t e ve r t h e 
s i tua t ion , a lo t o f  
concentration and clear thinking are required. 

At primary school I knew non-identical twins. 
Kay and Kenneth were a little younger than I 
was and it was quite a while before I learned 
they were twins as they didn’t look as I’d 
expected twins should. Years later, when I was at 
teacher training college near Cambridge, I 
started seeing Barry who I subsequently married. 
When in Cambridge I often socialised with him 
and his group of  chess-playing friends; two of  

them were identical twins. I got to know and like 
Brian and Michael, who were charming, friendly, 
fun to be with and - to my eyes - completely 
identical. It was impossible at first to tell which 
was Brian and which was Michael, but one day, 

walking through Cambridge with Barry, one of  
the twins waved and called out “hello” from 
across the street. “That was Michael”, I said and 
I was right. “How did you know?” asked Barry. 
I’ve no idea how I knew, but on reflection I 
realised that there were subtle differences in 
their appearances, which I’d obviously noted and 
absorbed. 

The same is true of  their charts. At first glance 
they appear identical – the Dynamic/Linear 
aspect structures are the same, the vertical 
direction of  the overall aspect structure is 
mirrored in both charts and there is the same 
colour balance of  2 red, 2 green and 5 blue 
aspects. Looking at their charts whilst writing 
about them I’ve had to clearly label each with 
their names because the subtleties are small, but 
significant. The devil truly is in the detail. The 
Brian and Michael I got to know as good friends 
became distinct individuals, but with a shared, 

wicked sense of  humour, something I might 
attribute to their shared Jupiter in Leo in 11th 
and their strong-by-sign Mercury’s in Capricorn 
at the apex of  the Projection figure. More on 
these later. 
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Joyce Hopewell tells a fascinating story of  twins’ lives through chart 
interpretation, one with interception, the other not. The perspective of  a 

lifetime’s friendship with twins, Michael and Brian, gives poignancy to this 
article. 

Brian’s chart 22nd January 1944, 23.30 
Ballymoney, Northern Ireland 

Michael’s chart 22nd January 1944, 23.55 
Ballymoney, Northern Ireland



They were born on 22nd January 1944 in 
Ballymoney, Northern Ireland. Brian, the elder 
twin, was born 23.30, and Michael at 23.55. 
They both went up to Caius College Cambridge 
in 1963, reading mathematics. The 25 minutes 
which separated their births created the subtle 
differences in their charts. In this article I hope 
to highlight how some of  these differences have 
been expressed by them both, amidst the 
similarities. 

Aspect patterns 

Let’s first consider some of  the identical features 
in the charts. Both have three recognisable 
aspect patterns. There is a Large Talent 
triangle pinned by Sun, Mars/Uranus and 
Neptune, all of  them in thinking, mentally-

focussed, information-acquiring Air signs. This 
all-blue figure with its mutable motivation 
indicates an easy-going adaptability. It suggests 
creativity and an innate talent of  flexible, far-
reaching and, with Sun in Aquarius involved, 
potentially innovative thought processes. The 
triangle is bisected by a red/blue Ambivalence 
figure whose red opposition aspect adds energy 

and oomph to the expression of  the Large 
Talent triangle, at the same time creating an 

incomplete Kite figure. Rather than be distracted 
by the possibility of  the incomplete figure I 
prefer to see the Ambivalence figure as a 
separate pattern with its own mutable 
motivation. In the Ambivalence figure’s case the 
motivation to be active or resting can be on/off. 
Work, thinking and action takes place across the 
red opposition; Sun opposing Pluto could be a 
powerful force here, suggesting the capacity for 
deep, penetrating and transformative thought 
and ideas, with their expression channelled out 
into the world via Mars/Uranus in 9th, at the 
blue corner of  the figure. 

The third complete aspect pattern in the chart is 
a green/blue Projection figure, which Louise 
Huber sometimes referred to as a “project 
figure” where creative work is in progress. The 
planet at the apex of  this figure – Mercury in 
Brian and Michael’s charts – acts as the 
projection source, transmitting its qualities along 
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Large Talent Triangle

Ambivalence Figure

Michael (left) and Brian (right), 
identical twins



the sensitive green quincunxes to the blue sextile 
which forms the screen. The pinning planets at 
the screen ends – Pluto and Mars/Uranus – 
receive and make the imagined images and ideas 
visible, simultaneously feeding, via Mars/Uranus 
in 9th, into the Ambivalence and Large Talent 
triangles. 

Interceptions 

In a separate linear red/blue aspect we find 
Jupiter in 11th and Moon/Venus in 3rd opposite 
Saturn in 9th bringing the 3rd/9th Thinking axis 
into the equation. In Brian’s chart there are five 
intercepted planets but in Michael’s chart there 
are none. Intercepted planets – those in signs 
with no house cusps – can act as if  sequestered 
and, as aspects of  the individual’s personality, 
have to find other routes to the outside world to 
express themselves. Intercepted planets can be 
frustrating for the individual concerned, but they 
also give rise to a richly introspective inner world 
– on the Thinking axis it could be one of  ideas, 
of  penetrating and incisive thought – and here 
we begin to touch on the subtle differences in 
these two charts and people. In both charts, the 
3/9 Thinking axis is involved. Michael has no 
interceptions but has Moon/Venus on the Low 
Point in 3rd, which may have a similar effect; 
Brian has five interceptions (Moon/Venus, 
Saturn, and Mars/Uranus). 

How might these interceptions have worked 
out? Both twins studied mathematics at 
Cambridge, and both played chess while there. 
How well I remember meeting Barry in 
Cambridge for a date only to end up sitting in 
the corner of  the room watching him, Brian, 
Michael and their other friends playing fast and 
noisy games of  lightning chess. Serious chess 
players need intense powers of  concentration; 
here, interceptions on the 3/9 axis could be very 
useful. Of  both twins, Michael says, “I took my 

degree in mathematics with a bit of  chess on the 
side; Brian in effect took his in chess with a bit 
of  maths on the side”.  

Brian worked as a computer programmer, and I 
again quote Michael here, it was “a career 
perfectly suited to his exceptional powers of  
concentration and analytical skills. Later in his 
career, his best-known client was the Houses of  
Parliament, for whom he computerised the 
Hansard archives with full cross-referencing.” 
Brian was an international chess player. He 
played for Ireland in the Chess Olympiads in 
Cuba, and was very proud of  the chess set 
presented to him by Fidel Castro, along with a 
huge box of  cigars. He also played for the 
Commons in the annual chess match versus the 
Lords. 

Michael followed a different path, first going 
into teaching and then working as an actuary. I 
speculate here on Mercury in both charts. 
Michael’s Mercury – an essential communication 
tool for a teacher – is strong by sign in both 
charts. But it is on the IC in Michael’s chart, a 
sound place in the collective area of  the chart 
for a teacher to be communicating information 
and facts. In Capricorn, Mercury can catalogue 
factual information efficiently, and as the apex 
planet in the Projection figure, it can transmit 
the relevant information out via cuspal Mars/
Uranus and Pluto, pinning the blue “screen”. 
Michael is a very easy communicator. He has a 
wealth of  entertaining stories to share, with 
many facts and snippets at his fingertips, and has 
a broad-based general knowledge. Many years 
ago he was runner-up in the BBC Radio 4 Brain 
of  Britain quiz. His memory is impressive. 

More subtle differences 

There are various other subtle differences 
between the charts. Brian’s Sun is stressed before 
the 5th cusp, Michael’s in the Mutable zone 
between the Low Point and the cusp. The Sun is 
weak by sign in both charts, indicating that 
Brian’s experience of  expressing this aspect if  
himself  could be more edgy and demanding 
than Michael’s. Note also that the Sun is 
opposite the Moon’s North Node and therefore 
conjunct the South Node. As a student or 
graduate seeing this in the charts, how would 
you approach understanding and working with 
it? 
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Both twins have Moon/Venus in Sagittarius in 
3rd. In Brian’s chart these are intercepted, in 
Michael’s they are on the Low Point. The Low 
Point effect could be similar to having these 
planets intercepted, so the way out into the 
world for feelings, emotional responses, the 
pleasures of  relating, the enjoyment of  food, art 
or music may well be channelled via Jupiter in 
11th in the fellow fiery sign of  Leo. That would 
be my guess, and one I’d certainly want to check 
out, although in my experience these brothers 
were always able to express themselves in this 
way. 

At Cambridge, they took part in an inconclusive 
experiment looking at psychic connections 
between twins, but acknowledged that 
coincidences were often present in their lives. In 
2013, Brian suffered a major stroke. Three 
weeks later, he was told that the cause was a 
brain tumour, and that it would kill him within 
months. Michael was at home in Edinburgh and 
Brian in Hampstead. Knowing Brian could die at 
any time, or could live for six months, Michael 
was feeling rather unhappy late one evening, and 
decided to play a piece of  music to give balm for 
his soul. He says, describing this as another of  
those coincidental things, “I chose Monteverdi's 
Beatus Vir, and played it through twice. I felt so 
much better that I sought out my wife Dorothy 
and told her. The following morning, Lorna 
(Brian’s wife) telephoned to tell me that Brian 
had just died peacefully in her arms.” 

Brian faced his last year with great courage and 
serenity, and retained his brilliant sense of  
humour to the end. I can vouch for that; when 
Barry and I visited him for what was the final 
time, we seemed to do little apart from laugh 
and reminisce about old times. And there was a 
game or two of  chess as well. 

Michael’s feedback 

Michael, having read what I wrote, offered additional 
information on how he experienced growing up with a 
twin brother, again, focussing on the individual 
differences between them. He says: 

“Perhaps I could give you my take on our 
personality differences. 

Our mother said that Brian was obviously the 
dominant twin by the time we were a week old. 
He was always dominant in intellectual games 
for two, because of  (I always felt) a terrific 

drive to win, at least by comparison with 
me.  At times, I had the impression that he 
could to some extent read my mind, but never 
that I could read his. 

When I was aged from about 8 to 12, our older 
brother David bullied me, but not Brian to 
nearly the same extent. He has to this day no 
clear idea why he picked on me, though I think 
my established position at the bottom of  the 
fraternal hierarchy may have been a factor. I 
was of  course very careful in my behaviour 
around David, and correspondingly very well 
behaved towards our parents. 

How would you, the reader, describe the possibilities of  
the Family Model in these charts? 

“I was excluded from playing with David if  he 
needed one of  us for some activity, so I 
became a voracious reader of  our parents' 
huge jumble of  books, especially Victorian and 
pre-war reference books. Much of  what I used 
in “Brain of  Britain” was acquired by the age 
of  12 or so. Also, my reading speed was 
thereafter about twice Brian's.  

After Brain of  Britain, I was contacted by a 
doctor researching the heredity of  intelligence.  
She was in contact with all recent winners and 
runners-up of  “Brain of  Britain”, “Ask the 
Family” and a few other such programs. I filled 
up a long questionnaire and sent it off. She 
reported back that all the odd features of  my 
upbringing were hugely similar to those of  
almost every other subject studied. She told me 
she was intending to write a book, but I heard 
no more from her. Many years later, I googled 
and found her book, and bought it via 
Amazon It is a very odd piece of  work - she 
emerges as neither intelligent nor nice, and I 
made no effort to get in touch.  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In te rcept ion and 
Unaspected: “No- 
one can hear me!” 

by Linda Tinsley 

This is a chart of  a client 
who I will call Heather. 
Her Mercury is conjunct 
Uranus, which you can see 
is intercepted and unaspected by any of  her 
other planets. Heather complains bitterly that no 
one seems to hear her, they ignore her, and they 
are not honest with her and talk about her 
behind her back. This is her perception.  

Heather was the youngest of  three and she felt 
that she was the unwanted child. “My mother 
was deaf  and I had to 
really shout to make her 
hear me, although she 
always seemed to hear 
my brother!” 

Although she felt her 
n e e d s w e r e n e v e r 
acknowledged, with a 
Moon conjunct Mars 
together with her South 
Node in Aries, I would 
imagine she could have 
been quite a demanding 
child.  

Heather is an intelligent 
woman and as you would 
expect with a Mercury/
Uranus conjunction in the 9th house, she has an 
interest in metaphysical subjects including 
astrology and politics. She can see further than 
the crowd and voices her opinion with 
conviction into the environment. One of  her 
quotes is, “I take pains to express my own truth, 
even if  it’s not welcome.” Uranus can operate by 
disagreeing with social and structural order, 
standing up or against what is not working. This 
is how Heather has used her Uranus/Mercury. 
They are also in a fire house and sign; Leo must 
be heard and Sag. needs to tell the truth, as they 
perceive it. Receiving little and negative response 
creates disappointment, frustration and 
irritation, which reinforce her belief  that no one 
hears her. 

Working from her Moon/Mars/ South Node, 
(on stress zone of  the 6th house in Aries); 
independence and survival issues have been her 
main concern.  Her needs have not been met, no 
one listens or understands her and no one sees 
how hard she tries just to survive and to have 
her voice heard. Another quote that summarises 
this quest is, “Constant struggle with others just 
to be with the basics of  life.” 

“I continually try to cooperate and find my tribe 
and I continually come up against criticism, 
misunderstanding and religious zealots.” She 
feels she does not fit in, which may stem from 
the unwanted child thought-form. She does have 
strong opinions and thinks that others do not 
see what is actually going on. Not being heard 
make her shout more, this causes frustration 

be tween he r s e l f  and 
others. Her energy has 
also become depleted 
leaving her exhausted. 

Astrology has helped 
Heather to gain some 
self-awareness, but she 
has failed to use this 
k n ow l e d g e t o h e l p 
herse l f  (unaspec ted 
Mercury/Uranus). She 
stills blames her planets, 
a s p e c t a n d o t h e r s , 
therefore remains stuck 
in victim mode.  

Heather needs to work 
consciously with these 

two planets, Becoming aware of  how she has 
used these planets is a major first step in 
beginning to take control; learning to integrate 
the lower mind (Mercury) with the higher mind, 
(Uranus). Understanding from a higher 
perspective (Uranus/ astrology), can help to 
change the way she communicates (Mercury). 
Although a challenge, it would be a positive way 
out of  her dilemma.  

Working from awareness, transits and Age point 
connection can be opportunities for integration.  

Understanding and integrating her own truth 
within will change her beliefs and perspectives. 
As the outer is a reflection of  the inner, the 
world may take note and begin to hear her.  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Linda Tinsley explores the counselling potential of  astrological psychology through 
an understanding of  intercepted and unanspected planets in a client’s chart.



Shine on! Intercepted Sun in Leo 

by Caroline Adlestone 

In my natal chart there are two 
pairs of  intercepted houses: 
Aquarius and Leo, falling in the 
fixed possession axis of  the 
2nd and 8th houses, and Aries 
and Libra on the mutable cross 
of  the thinking axis, 3rd and 9th houses. I 
understand that interceptions in charts will be 
quite common amongst people born at northern 
latitudes such as 53.50 N of  Blackpool, England, 
my birthplace.  These interceptions mean that all 1

three Ego planets in my chart, the Sun, the 
Moon and Saturn, are intercepted within these 
signs, along with Mercury, Uranus and the 
Nodes. In this article I explore the meaning of  
interception and how that may have been 
experienced in my life. 

Joyce Hopewell in The Cosmic Egg Timer in Colour: 
Introducing Astrological Psychology explains how 
intercepted planets may be experienced by 
someone with these in their birth chart. “The 
effect is that the planet has no easy way of  
expressing its energies out into the world - the 
world will not tend to ‘hear what it is saying’.” 
She describes how “the potential for inner 
conflict is greater if  the energy by sign of  a 
planet is very strong.”  Sun in Leo at 13°45 is 2

the strongest planet by sign in my chart. Having 
a strongly-placed Leo Sun by sign indicates 
someone who wants to be seen, someone who 
wants to shine on the stage of  life. But what are 
the potential ‘inner conflicts’ of  such a 
placement?  

In the outer world, my Leo Sun seemed to have 
had opportunities to shine. As a young person, 
until my mid-thirties, I performed on stage in 
ballet, theatre, drama festivals and in poetry 
readings. I received recognition for my gifts and 
talents and I attended a post-graduate drama 
school. All of  this came very naturally to me, 
and yet, a deep insecurity and fear prevented me 
from believing that I could make it as a 
professional actor. Inner confidence has always 
been lacking, and as I.I.Chris McRae points out 
in Understanding Interceptions an interception on 
the Leo/Aquarius axis can indicate low self-
confidence, which can be for a variety of  
reasons.  McRae’s own television and cinema 3

production career gave her the opportunity to 
talk to many performers, with this interception 
in their charts, and they told her repeatedly that 
“they were more comfortable portraying 
someone else than revealing themselves”.  I can 4

relate to this, I loved to be on stage as a 
character with a script and a persona but it 
would be a terrifying prospect to stand up on 
stage and be myself. McRae also describes how 
an extra boost of  confidence is so important to 
these performers., and how they need constant 
reassurance. This has been my experience, more 
off-stage even than on! 

 Understanding Interceptions: Key to Unlocking the Door, I.I. Chris McRae (AFA 2015) p.51

 The Cosmic Egg Timer in Colour: Introducing Astrological Psychology, Joyce Hopewell (Hopewell, Knutsford, 2012, first 2

published 2004) Chapter 8, The Houses and the Environment. 

 McRae ibid. p. 603

 ibid. p. 684
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CarolineAdlestone explores the meaning of  interception in her chart, focussing on 
her Leo Sun.



A key phrase that McRae uses to describe 
interception is “intensity due to internalisation” 
and I think this explains well the process that 
can accompany having intercepted signs and 
planets. 

The development of  the individual is 
intrinsically linked to a connection with, and 
response from, the environment. Bruno and 
Louise Huber write in The Astrological Houses 
that, “Man is a social being and is mainly 
occupied with relationships to his environment, 
to live, to think, to feel and to act accordingly.” 
The tension between inherited traits (signs) and 
the environment (houses) “forces the human 
being into growth, into changing and smoothing 
his character” . Interception in a chart can 5

indicate, therefore, that such an engaged 
relationship with the outer world may be lacking 
or not so available and easy. 

The Hubers write that “the energies of  [an 
intercepted sign] cannot flow into life. The 
house cusps or axes are the channels through 
which the energies are made effective in the 
environment. If  a sign is intercepted, does not 
have a house cusp, then the energies cannot be 
directly effective … the planets that may be 
positioned in this sign can not be made full use 
of  to express core energies.”…“with such 
‘intercepted’ signs there is always some bother; 
they preoccupy us, even if  subconsciously. We 
do not easily find a solution to the problems that 
are indicated through that house polarity.”   6

I think it’s true that the blockage of  dynamic life 
energies in time can lead to a feeling of  failure 
and also a feeling of  low self-worth (2nd house). 
The polarity of  the fixed cross possession axis, 
2nd and 8th houses, deals with matters of  
substance from which we draw energy. On an 
outer level, stockpiling and hoarding is a 
tendency I can recognise in myself. And on a 
psychological level there is a need to acquire 
possessions as a compensation for a feeling of  
lack of  inner value. Envy is a quality I can 
acknowledge in myself  also, and a desire to 
possess is a way of  overcoming those feelings. I 
recognise that having intercepted planets is a 
psychological process which is deeply intense 
and inevitably becomes a strengthened inner 
journey. This inner journey is intensified by 

intercepted Leo’s placement in the 8th house of  
depth and transformation.  

Fortunately the Sun is not cut off  from the rest 
of  the chart, being part of  an efficiency triangle 
and a dominant learning triangle, connected also 
via the North Node to a streamer and 
provocative figure. There are therefore 
possibilities of  an outlet of  the energy that 
cannot otherwise easily ‘flow into life’. A green, 
inquiring quincunx to Jupiter in the cardinal 
zone of  the 3rd house can be an indication that 
I am always learning and studying something. A 
red square aspect to Neptune in the 10th house 
is reflective of  having been involved in the 
healing arts for a number of  years. A one-way 
conjunction to Mercury makes a loose 
connection to a small talent triangle with the 
Moon and Mars. However the small talent 
triangle disappears in the house chart, giving 
added resonance to intercepted Mercury on the 
low point of  the 8th house. 

Expressions of  energy have sometimes been 
unbalanced, extreme and plosive, as the 
powerful 8th house planets have sought 
expression. An intercepted, exposed and needy 
Moon in Libra in the 9th house reflects my 
feelings of  not having had my emotional needs 
met as a child. Without that connection and 
feedback that the Hubers write about (and 
indeed Wolfhard König describes so beautifully 
in the article on ‘Astrology and Depth 
Psychology’ in this issue), I often find it difficult 
to identify what I am feeling and to express my 
feelings effectively. I am interested and involved 
in learning these skills now, in later life. 

In my mid-thirties I divorced from a secure 
marriage with traditional roles, in search of  
freedom and an expanded life. Almost 
unwittingly I travelled to India and since then 
have been a frequent visitor at an ashram (now a 
meditation resort). The visit to India, twenty 
years ago, began an inner journey into 
meditation, a spiritual journey of  self-awareness 
and a drive towards greater consciousness. All 
of  this happened almost independently of  any 
outward drive or desire on my part. and it is only 
now, after a full nodal cycle, as I reflect, that I 
can see the way my life has been shaped into a 
journey into the inner world. 

 ibid. p.365

 he Astrological Houses: A Psychological View of  Man and his World, Bruno and Louise Huber (Samuel Weiser, Maine 1998) p.426
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The efficiency triangle in my chart combining 
the tension of  a Sun/Saturn opposition with 
Neptune at the apex has given me energy and 
awareness through the body (Saturn) and a love 
of  yoga (Neptune). Plenty of  dancing also 
features at the meditation resort which, whilst it 
is the sort of  ‘dance as though no-one were 
watching’ dance, still suits my joyful inner Leo 
Sun and reflects this efficiency triangle. 

Through exploring the meaning of  interception 
and how this has been experienced in my life, I 
have found similarities with a description of  the 
low point in the house intensity curve. There is a 
sense, that as the process becomes an inner one, 
later in life a maturisation occurs. The Hubers 
describe how at low points, planets and signs 
that are intercepted may come to rest, to a 
standstill. “Life activity is curbed and is directed 
toward the inner arena of  life. Energies 
withdraw within. This allows consolidation, 
deepening and stabilisation. At the ‘low-point’, a 
maturing process always occurs, a collection 
i n w a r d f o r n e w o r i e n t a t i o n . H e r e 
metamorphosis and preparation for new starts 
take place.”  It feels significant to become aware 7

of  the meaning of  interception in my chart at 
this time in my life. 

APA helps me to shine! This very exercise is 
giving my intercepted planets an outlet, so to 
speak. And in the past 20 years I have only been 
on stage once. It was at the 2008 API (UK) 
conference. At a Contact North West workshop, 
Joyce Hopewell encouraged me to perform a 
dramatic piece of  Shakespeare (my favourite 
playwright) at the API conference. I enjoyed 
performing tremendously, but stumbled 
nervously at the introduction where I had to 
present (as me!) the piece. My inner Leo Sun 
glowed when Richard Llewellyn (a Leo himself, 
of  course, so maybe recognising the need for 
encouragement!) complimented me on my 
performance and said that I “should do that”. 
I.I. Chris McRae says of  intercepted Leo, “you 
may have great creative urges that are intensified 
due to internalisation, but some form of  inner 
development is necessary before you are willing 
to let others enjoy the warmth and light of  your 
fire.”  Maybe the time is coming where 8

confidence and self-acceptance, and hopefully 

some tempering of  Leo egoistic tendencies (!), 
will allow me to enjoy my Leo talents once 
more. I would consider that to be be an outer 
reflection of  an inner growth.  

 The Astrological Houses: A Psychological View of  Man and his World, Bruno and Louise Huber (Samuel Weiser, Maine 7

1998) p.100

 ibid. p. 608
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Venus and Mars in 
Depth 

by Wanda Smit 

Jean Shinoda Bolen 
(now 82 years old), is a 
Jungian analyst and a 
clinical professor of  
psychiatry. She wrote profoundly interesting 
books on the Gods and Goddesses in every 
man and woman, deepening our insight into 
the archetypes in our consciousness. Jung 
believed these archetypes are in our 
collective unconsciousness (around the IC in 
a chart).  

In Astrological Psychology terms, these 
psychic structures are the planetary energies 
in a chart. Venus is the goddess in every man 
and woman. Shinoda Bolen was a foremost 
feminist, so it is understandable that she 
wrote Goddesses in Everywoman first. She 
followed it up with Gods in Everyman. 
Expect to find fascinating references 
(aspects) to the Venus and Mars in you in 

these two books.  

In the Introduction to 
Goddesses in Everywoman, 
Shinoda Bolen writes: 
“These powerful inner 
s t r u c t u r e s – o r 
a r c h e t y p e s – a r e 
responsible for major 
d i f f e r e n c e s a m o n g 
w o m e n . … s o m e 
women need monogamy, 

marriage, or children to feel fulfilled, and 
they grieve and rage when the goal is beyond 
their reach. Such women differ markedly 
from another type of  woman who most 
values her independence as she focuses on 
achieving goals that are important to her, or 

from still another type who seeks emotional 
intensity and new experiences and 
consequently moves from one relationship 
or one creative effort to the next. Yet 
another type of  woman seeks solitude and 
finds that her spirituality means the most to 
her.” 

In Astrological Psychology terms, these 
goddesses could be seen as Venus in 
different guises, that is, placements in a 
chart, be it sign or house. In fact, a whole 
Astrological Psychology book could be 
written on the possible astrological 
interpretations of  these goddesses as 
reflections of  Venus and Mars in their 
different manifestations, i.e. in different 
houses, signs and influenced by blue, red or 
g r e e n a s p e c t s , a s p e c t s t r u c t u r e s , 
conjunctions, oppositions, etc.  

Goddesses in Everywoman  

Seven archetypes of  the feminine are 
discussed in detail with real-life examples 
provided.  Let’s look at some of  them in 
astrological psychology terms. (Shinoda 
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archetypes of  Gods and Goddesses and considers these in relation to 

astrological psychology. 
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Bolen uses the Greek names which I’ve put 
in brackets after the Roman names.) 

Venus (Aphrodite) represents the enjoyment 
of  love and beauty, sexuality and sensuality 
and is both creative and procreative. She 
could have traits of  any of  following the 
goddesses:  

Diana (Artemis), the goddess of  the hunt, 
personifies the independent, achievement- 
oriented feminine energy. This could be 
Venus in the first house of  self-assertion, in 
a fiery sign, aspected by Mars or squared by 
other planets.  

Minerva (Athena), goddess of  wisdom, 
personifies the logical, self-assured woman 
who is ruled by her head rather than her 
heart. Sounds like a Venus in Gemini or 
Aquarius, conjunct her mental ego, the Sun, 
or sharing aspects with Mercury. Vesta 
(Hestia), goddess of  the hearth, expresses 
the patient and steady side of  a woman who 
exudes a sense of  intactness and wholeness. 
Like a Venus in Libra, gracious and 
balanced?  

Juno (Hera) goddess of  marriage, who puts 
her role as a married woman before 
achievement and independence, could be a 
Venus in the 7th house. She has much in 
common with Ceres (Demeter) goddess of  
grain and agriculture. Ceres is the maternal 
archetype which personifies the drive in 
woman and men to provide physical and 
spiritual sustenance for their children. This 
could be reflected in a Venus in the 4th 
house, or aspected by Saturn or Neptune. 
Ceres’s (Demeter’s) daughter, Prosperina 
(Persephone), who was dragged off  to the 
underworld by Pluto (Hades), could translate 
into a Venus on a low point in the 4th house, 
amongst others. 

For every goddess and god, Shinoda Bolen 
provides the myth, genealogy, psychological 
description, challenges and ways to grow. In 
a consulting situation, these ways to grow 
could be seen in the need for relationships, 
i.e. aspects to other planetary energies.  

Gods in Everyman 

Mars (Ares), god of  war and passionate 
lover, is recognised in intense, impulsive and 
physical reactions. Often the different gods, 
i.e. Apollo (Apollo), Bacchus (Dionysus), etc. 
define the nature of  Mars in greater depth. 
Apollo (Apollo), the sun god and law giver 
could be Mars in a 10th house Capricorn or 
Bacchus (Dionysus), the god of  wine and 
ecstasy, could be Mars in Pisces or the 12th 
house of  dissolution, or Mars conjunct 
Neptune.  

Jupiter (Zeus), archetype of  the king or sky 
father and ruler of  the 9th house, has the 
vision of  the sun god, Horus, who was so 
high up that he could see both sides of  
anything (opposites) at the same time. 
Jupiter was also a philanderer of  note, 
constantly seeking sexual adventures. We can 
imagine him in the 5th house or in Leo on 
the Ascendant.  

Mercury (Ares), the messenger god 
represents the capacity to communicate well. 
He is also a traveller, diplomat and quick-
witted trickster. With too much air in and 
around him, he can be flighty. 

Pluto (Hades) god of  the Underworld, 
would be strongly engaged in the 
unconscious if, for example, it hovers 
around the IC. As god of  the sea, Neptune 
(Poseidon) personifies the domain of  deep, 
primal emotions. No wonder he rules Pisces 
and the 12th house! 
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A real-life Example 

I couldn’t find Shinoda Bolen’s birth details 
online, so I couldn’t see where her Age Point 
was when she wrote the above books, or 
look at her Venus and Mars. I will therefore 
use the Venus and Mars in my own chart as 
an example. 

My Venus in a 1st house Aries is close to 
Mars, also in the 1st house, but in Pisces. I 

experience the Mars in me as Vesta, god of  
the underworld, who works away at his inner 
forge, always in solitude. As mentioned in 
‘The Tyranny of  Aesthetics’ , he and Venus 1

have refined/renovated eight houses and I 
often wonder when they’re going to lay 
down my tools. There is a semi-sextile 
between Mars and Mercury, in a 12th house 
Aquarius, so I am highly aware of  great 
minds. Hence the articles I write for the 
APA blog. 

Posted on the APA blog 20171
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Appraisal of  three recent publications 
on Jung’s engagement with Astrology 

by Sue Lewis 

C. G. Jung, Jung on 
Astrology, selected 
and introduced by 
Safron Rossi and 
Keiron Le Grice; 
Liz Greene, Jung’s 
Studies in Astrology: 
Prophecy, Magic, and 
the Qual i t i e s o f  
Time; 
Liz Greene, The Astrological World of  
Jung’s ‘Liber Novus’: Daimons, Gods, and 
the Planetary Journey;  
all published by Routledge, Taylor & 
Francis Group, London and New York, 
2018. 

Readers of  Conjunction will be familiar with the 
relationship between the four functions of  Carl 
Gustav Jung (1875-1961) and the four 
astrological temperaments—fire-intuition, air-
thinking, water-feeling, earth-sensation—and Liz 
Greene argues, in Jung’s Studies in Astrology (pp. 
23-26), that astrology’s four elements provided 
Jung with his typologies. In her most recent 
books, she considers whether Jung’s engagement 
with astrology was sufficiently strong to make it 
one of  the cornerstones of  analytical 
psychology and provides ample evidence to 
support that view. Until now, much that Jung 
wrote about astrology has been buried in 
conversations in Collected Works and obscured by 
the contrary statements he made to avoid losing 
status in the medical establishment. These three 
new publications cut through that ambivalence.  

Jung had his chart put up several times in the 
early twentieth century and worked with it 
extensively in the Liber Novus, or Red Book, so 
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I’m including a Huber style chart for reference. ‑  1
As Jung was born at sunset with his Leo Sun on 
the Descendant, he needed public approval, 
even though his expansive mind propelled him 
into the heights and depths of  the human 
psyche. Taking a closer look at his aspect figures, 
the four-sided model forming the sail of  his 
yacht is held firmly by Saturn in Aquarius in the 
first house while, deep in the unconscious, Pluto 
in Taurus receives a one-way conjunction from 
Moon at the critical red/blue angle of  a small 
learning triangle with Mercury semi-sextile 
Uranus. This semi-sextile also forms a medium 
learning triangle with the North Node in Aries 
at its critical angle in the second house. The fire 
trine from Uranus in Leo to North Node forms 
the intuitive deck of  the boat. Sun in a linear 
square to Neptune in the Taurean depths also 
trines the Node, while Venus conjunct Mercury 
in Cancer and quincunx Mars in Sagittarius 
creates additional links between learning 
triangles with critical angles below the horizon 
and the Martian sail of  the model catching the 
wind. Given his ambitious chart and the 
challenging scientific environment, it is perhaps 
no surprise that Jung kept the lid on his 
researches into astrology and other esoteric 
mediators. 

Although Roberto Assagioli (1888-1974) 
experienced a similar need to keep face with the 
scientific community—as Louise Huber told us 
in Aspect Pattern Astrology—and aimed to 
maintain “a Holy Wall of  Silence” between his 
exoteric work as a psychotherapist and his 
esoteric studies and meditations (pp. 260-61), he, 
nevertheless, shared a platform with Alice Bailey 
(1880-1949) at a pre-Eranos conference on the 
banks of  Lake Maggiore, in 1930, and became 
friends with Dane Rudhyar (1895-1985) 
following publication of  The Astrology of  
Personality (1936), which integrated astrology 
with Jungian analytical psychology. Besides, he 
actively encouraged Bruno and Louise Huber to 
develop astrological psychology in concert with 
the model of  psychosynthesis as a way to self-
knowledge and self-transformation. He did not, 
however, entirely escape the charge of  being too 
alternative. 

By contrast, although Jung bought a copy of  The 
Astrology of  Personality, he never commented on 
it, nor acquired any more of  Rudhyar’s books, 
and Greene has found no evidence whatsoever 
of  correspondence between the two men (Jung’s 
Studies, p. 66). This lack of  enthusiasm for 
Rudhyar could be explained by his dislike of  the 
Theosophy of  Bailey’s Arcane School, with 
which Rudhyar trained as well as the Hubers, 
and which published Rudhyar’s seminal volume 
but, whatever the reason, Jung’s covert position 
allowed conservative Jungian therapists to 
discount analytical psychology’s debt to the 
ancient wisdom schools of  astrology, alchemy 
and magic—despite evidence to the contrary—
until publication of  The Red Book (2009) finally 
lifted the veil. Now, a truer picture is emerging. 

On 8 May 1911, Jung wrote in a letter to 
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939): “At the moment I 
am looking into astrology, which seems 
indispensable for a proper understanding of  
mythology. There are strange and wondrous 
things in these lands of  darkness.” This 
divergence of  approach was, as most people 
know, central to the falling-out between Freud 
and Jung, and this statement is cited by Rossi 

 C. G. Jung was born on 26 July 1875 in Kesswil, Switzerland at 19:29, according to Astrodatabank. Gret Baumann-Jung, 1

whose chart of  her father is reproduced in the Rossi/Le Grice compilation uses a birth time of  19:32. Most of  the charts 
reproduced by Greene in Jung’s Studies in Astrology use 19:30. The Hubers cited 19:20 in Aspect Pattern Astrology and LifeClock, 
using an older computer system. The consensus is that he was born at sunset with the Ascendant at the beginning of  
Aquarius. Jung referred to Saturn as his rising sign because it is nearest to the Ascendant, rising in the 1st house, and as his 
ruling sign because Saturn traditionally ruled Aquarius as well as Capricorn. He was relatively unfamiliar with the 
transpersonal planets and the idea that Uranus was the modern ruler of  Aquarius.
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and Le Grice, on page 24, and by Greene in 
Jung’s Studies on page 18 as the point of  
departure for Jung’s excursions into what 
astrology could reveal of  the human psyche, 
researches that continued over half  a century.  

I’m reviewing the three books separately, 
although some cross referencing is inevitable, 
and I’m taking them in the order they appeared. 

1. Jung on Astrology 

This collection of  Jung’s writings, divided into 
four parts and selected by Rossi and Le Grice, 
begins with a letter written by Jung, in 1954, to 
the French astrologer, André Barbault, stating 
that the horoscope “corresponds to a definite 
moment in the colloquy of  the gods, that is to 
say the psychic archetypes”. 

In part one, Contexts and Opinions, 
psychotherapists are given a potted introduction 
to archetypal astrology to demonstrate why Jung 
is important to astrologers. Astrologers are 
alerted to the omission of  statistical data relating 
to Jung’s Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting 
Principle, as well as some references to 
astrological symbolism embedded in Jung’s 
alchemical works. Chapter 1, ‘Astrology’s place 
in the modern west’ identifies humanity’s 
sp i r i tua l vacuum and need fo r se l f -
understanding. In the absence of  faith, 
horoscopes became as important as they had 
ever been in the 1950s, and Jung questions the 
extent to which character can be correlated with 
signs and planets. In chapter 2, citations of  
‘Jung’s views on astrology’ include an assertion 
that “astrology represents the sum of  all the 
psychological knowledge of  antiquity”, an 
opinion Bruno Huber would have endorsed. 
Jung recognised astrology as a symbolic 
language with layers of  meaning but was wary 
of  literal interpretations, a precautionary note 
with which responsible astrological psychologists 
would agree. He was disconcerted by the 
uncanny way in which some astrologers 
correctly identified his Sun, Moon and 
Ascending signs and evidently paid attention to 
the mechanics of  astrology and its successful 
outcomes. Chapter 3, ‘Planets and gods: 
Astrology as archetypal’ includes excerpts from 
scripts demonstrating links between planetary 
gods and archetypes but, why, I ask myself, are 

they not in chronological order to present Jung’s 
evolving thought process? 

In part two, Astrological symbolism in Jung’s 
writings, the longish chapter 4, ‘Planetary and 
zodiacal symbolism’ includes rel igious 
metaphors, dreams, Sun symbolism and 
observations on traditional planets and sign 
polarities. Jung pays scant attention to 
transpersonal planets, the discussion of  whose 
significance was at an early stage. On the stone 
at Bollingen, carved in 1950 and reproduced on 
this book jacket, the Sun looms large on the left 
with a smaller Jupiter beside it, Venus is on the 
right beside a large crescent Moon, Saturn is at 
the top, Mars at the bottom, and Mercury in the 
centre uniting astrology and alchemy.  

In chapter 5, ‘Fate, heimarmene, and ascent 
through planetary spheres’, heimarmene is defined 
by Jung as “dependence of  character and destiny 
at certain moments in time” and clarified by the 
editors as a Western version of  karma. Its 
meaning and possible release from the wheel of  
fate through individuation or spiritual alchemy 
are addressed more thoroughly by Greene. 
Chapter 6, “Astrology and medicine” quotes 
from Jung’s writings on the Renaissance healer 
Paracelsus (1493-1541). 

Par t three, compris ing chapters 7-10, 
concentrates on Astrological ages, outlining 
the cycle of  precession, focusing on the fish 
symbolism of  the Age of  Pisces and speculating 
on what the Age of  Aquarius might mean for 
humanity. 

The final part contains Explanations of  
astrology in seven short chapters corresponding 
to their titles: 11, ‘As above so below: the 
microcosm-macrocosm correspondence’; 12, 
‘Astrology as a projection of  the unconscious’; 
13, ‘Astrology as a mantic method’; 14, 
‘Astrology as causal influence’; 15, ‘Synchronicity 
and the qualities of  time’; 16, ‘Number and 
archetypes’; and 17, ‘Acausal orderedness and 
the unus mundus’. 

Jung’s second daughter, Gret Baumann-Jung 
learned to calculate horoscopes, in time 
becoming an astrologer, and an appendix is 
devoted to her reflections on her father’s chart. 

Thought has been given to the subject divisions, 
supplemented by introductions to each of  four 
parts, with endnotes after every chapter, and a 
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general index. However, the absence of  a 
chronological list of  references and lack of  
chronology within chapters lessen the book’s 
value to serious researchers who want to 
understand quotations in their context. It may 
be useful to have Jung’s musings on astrology 
collated in one volume, but I’m afraid this is 
primarily a handy crib of  quotes for archetypal 
astrologers. 

2. Prophecy, Magic, and the Qualities of  
Time 

Jung’s Studies in Astrology by Greene is an 
altogether more scholarly and meaningful 
volume that respects historical sequence and 
refers to Jung’s sources of  information, showing 
how he presented his findings to different 
audiences. She addresses “the manner in which 
C. G. Jung investigated, adapted, and interpreted 
astrology”, a liminal realm like religion, 
psychology and magic, “resistant to any 
universally agreed definition” (pp. 1-2). To assess 
astrology’s significance in the development of  
a n a l y t i c a l p s y c h o l o g y, s h e a d o p t s 
“methodologica l agnost ic ism”, nei ther 
projecting the “astrological lens”, nor the 
“psychological lens” but rather situating Jung’s 
uses of  astrology “within broader frameworks in 
a non-evaluative historical and contextual 
manner”. Her book is highly praised by The Red 
Book’s editor, Professor Sonu Shamdasani 
(University College London) as “a work which I 
have been searching for in vain for several 
decades… a critical study of  Jung’s relation to 
esotericism and Hermeticism, as in many ways 
astrology formed an inescapable element of  
these currents” (Foreword, pp. x-xi).  

The introduction is followed by six chapters, a 
conclusion, informative figures, six plates, 
endnotes to each chapter, a lengthy bibliography, 
and an index. 

Chapter 1, ‘Jung’s understanding of  astrology’ 
begins with a schematic history of  astrology, 
drawing attention to what was available to Jung 
at that time. Greene’s outline of  a paper Jung 
gave, in 1934, on a client with four earth signs, 
opens discussions of  the four elements and 
psychological types, planets and complexes, 
transformation and individuation. Astrology and 
alchemy are briefly introduced and the chapter 
ends with the citation of  Jung’s correspondence 

with Barbault that began the Rossi/Le Grice 
compilation. 

In chapter 2, ‘Jung’s Astrologers’, Greene 
demonstrates how circumspect Jung was, ready 
to quote Hellenistic, Arab or Renaissance figures 
of  historical standing like Ptolemy, Abu Ma’shar, 
or Jerome Cardan without revealing to his 
professional colleagues his interest in the 
modern Sun-centred astrology of  Alan Leo 
(1860-1917) or the speculations on the 
forthcoming Age of  Aquarius by the Danish 
astrologer, Max Heindel (1865-1919), who 
founded the Rosicrucian Fellowship on the 
Pacific rim of  America. Whereas it is generally 
known that Jung owned books by Leo, I was 
surprised to realise how influential Heindel had 
been. Although his character sketches were 
relatively simplistic and peppered with Christian 
certitudes, his astrology emphasized the 
importance of  making a conscious effort to 
transform habitual tendencies, and Jung was 
sufficiently interested in the process to enrol on 
one of  the Fellowship’s courses that presented 
astrology as a path to spiritual knowledge rather 
than a method of  divination. Heindel’s use of  
solar mythology and depiction of, for example, 
Aquarius as “the Son of  Man” and Virgo as “the 
vehicle of  the immaculate conception” in all 
probability inspired Jung’s amplification of  
individual stories through mythological and 
symbolic associations to give them archetypal 
significance. Some readers will be familiar with 
Maggie Hyde’s Jung and Astrology (1992), which is 
critical of  the use of  Jungian amplification to 
the detriment of  astrological accuracy—
especially by Greene—and her implication that 
Jung was inspired by Heindel brings a new angle 
to this discussion.  

Of  the many horoscopes Jung had cast by 
various astrologers—and several charts are 
featured in the book—the most interesting was 
drawn up by John MacCaig Thorburn 
(1883-1970), an astrologer and lecturer in 
philosophy at University College, Cardiff. 
Formerly a client of  Jung, Thorburn became a 
friend and incorporated Jungian psychology into 
his chart interpretation. He described Jung’s 
Sun/Neptune square as a “mystical complex”, 
drew attention to the key role of  rising Saturn—
personified by Philemon in The Red Book—and 
contrasted Freud’s psychoanalysis based on the 
sensation function (Freud, born on 6 May, had 
Sun in the earth sign of  Taurus) with Jung’s 
analytical psychology based on intuitive fire, 
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corresponding to his Sun in Leo. Summing up 
this section, Greene writes that “Thorburn was 
able to provide the kind of  astrology in which 
Jung was most interested: an astrology of  the 
psyche and the soul, amenable to interpretation 
through psychological models, and reflecting a 
teleology and pattern of  inner development
—‘individuation’—that could be facilitated and 
enhanced through analytic work” (p. 60). 
Teleology—a favourite word of  Greene’s—
combines the Greek words “telos”, meaning 
end, goal or purpose with “logos”, meaning 
reason or explanation, roughly translating as 
intrinsic purpose. 

In chapter 3, ‘Active imagination and theurgy’, 
Greene asserts that “astrology, for Jung, was not 
a discrete entity in itself. Rather, he perceived 
complex relationships between astrology and 
alchemy, magic, ritual, symbol, individual 
psychological transformation, and collective 
shifts in religious perception, and these 
interconnections preoccupied him throughout 
his life” (p. 76). He observed the altered states 
of  consciousness of  trance mediums, studied 
Neoplatonic philosophy and early Christian 
rituals for contacting the divine, and disagreed 
with those social anthropologists who regard 
symbols as culture-specific, believing that they 
arise “out of  the depths of  the self ” to open 
doorways and interact through chains of  
correspondences, all of  which emphasized the 
importance of  imagination in psychological 
work.‑   2

Discussion of  the influential role of  the 
Neoplatonists extends into chapter 4, 
‘Summoning the Daimon’, where Greene 
correlates the World Soul of  Plotinus (204-70) 
with the Jungian collective consciousness and 
asserts that “for Jung, as for Plotinus, the planets 
and zodiacal signs are not material causes, but 
symbols” (p, 92). She draws attention to the 
writ ings of  Proclus (412-85) on “the 
paradoxical, qualitative, and cyclical nature of  
time as reflected in the symbols of  the zodiac 
and the movements and interrelationships of  the 
planets” and the distinction made by Iamblichus 
(c. 245-325) between predictive astrology and 
“theurgic astrology, which employs images and 

symbols to contact the astral potencies and 
receive direct knowledge from them” (p. 93). 
The personal daimon, guardian angel or 
messenger, who facilitates an individual’s destiny, 
is reflected by the dominant planet in the natal 
chart—usually the planet rising in the East at the 
time of  birth, Saturn in the case of  Jung—and it 
may be referred to as ‘Master of  the House’, a 
role assumed by Philemon in The Red Book. 

In chapter 5, ‘The great fate’, devoted to 
heimarmene—the “compulsion of  the stars”—
Greene examines the various ways in which 
philosophers and astrologers, ancient and 
modern, have accommodated astral fate and 
human freedom of  choice. By the time Jung 
began work on the Liber Novus he perceived 
human fate “as embodying an a priori inherent 
character, Self, or soul-constellation that 
mysteriously expresses itself  through the outer 
circumstances of  an individual’s life,” an 
approach that carries the following implications: 
“The idea of  an inherent temperament 
independent of, but complementing both 
genetic inheritance and environment suggests a 
meaningful teleology of  inner development, 
rather than static. It may also be accompanied by 
the understanding that the intent of  this essence
—personified by the daimon—is reflected in the 
qualities of  time described by the patterns of  
the natal horoscope” (p. 120). This way of  
thinking synchronizes with Alan Leo’s 
conviction that “rebirth and karma are 
themselves inseparable from the moment of  
physical birth and the horoscope based on it” (p. 
121). 

In this dense chapter, Greene elaborates on the 
different interpretations of  heimarmene by Stoics, 
Gnostics and Hermeticists. After outlining the 
Stoic approach to the web of  fate, she focuses 
on the significant role of  G. R. S. Mead 
(1863-1933), classics scholar, former secretary 
of  Helena Blavatsky (1831-91), and founder of  
the Quest Society, whose commentaries and 
translations of  texts from late antiquity brought 
Gnostic and Hermetic writings to the attention 
of  modern esotericists. The two men became 
friends and Jung’s library contained eighteen 
volumes of  Mead’s work, the most important of  

 Greene’s best definition of  what she means by ‘theurgy’, with reference to the Neoplatonists, is on page 2 of  The 2

Astrological World of  Jung’s ‘Liber Novus’, where she writes: “Although psychological terminology may be more appropriate for 
modernity, active imagination is virtually indistinguishable from what these older authors referred to as theurgy: ‘god-work’, 
or ritual practices facilitating a transformative encounter between the human soul and the realm of  the divine through the 
medium of  the imagination.”
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which was his translation into English of  the 
Gnostic text, Pistis Sophia, where the zodiacal 
constellations are called aeons (or aions), a term 
adopted by Jung to refer to the astrological ages. 
In this text, heimarmene, “imposed by the 
planetary archons… is expressed as individual 
suffering in the face of  an overwhelming 
compulsion to sin” (p. 133). Mead researched 
and Jung considered how heimarmene operates 
through the subtle body, releasing unconscious 
contents, complexes and their archetypal 
foundations, or compulsions that erupt in the 
guise of  moral conscience. Although there is 
overlap between Neoplatonist, Gnostic and 
Hermetic currents during the early Christian era, 
Gnosticism is darker and more malevolent. As 
Jung journeyed through his dark period in the 
Liber Novus , despite the emphasis on 
Gnosticism, Greene informs us that he already 
had a growing library of  Hermetic texts and that 
his daimon, Philemon, had a copy of  the 
Hermetica secreted in a cupboard. In one of  its 
most important treatises, Poimandres, the teacher 
of  occult sciences, Hermes Trismegistus, also 
known as thrice-great Mercury or Thoth, 
presents the liberation of  the soul from 
heimarmene “as a journey through the planetary 
spheres to the divine realms beyond” (p. 140). 
Mead related this trajectory to the Commentary on 
the Dream of  Scipio by the fifth-century Roman, 
Macrobius, a work in which planetary vices are 
transformed into virtues, that Jung also knew. 
From the hermetic perspective, there is a 
propitious astrological moment, kairos, for 
confronting heimarmene, which in Jungian 
terminology corresponds to the unfolding 
process of  individuation. 

The title of  chapter 6, ‘The Way of  What is to 
Come’, translates the title of  the first page of  
The Red Book, anticipating Greene’s second 
volume. Jung, Blavatsky and Georges Ivanovich 
Gurdjieff  (1886-1949) are named as the three 
most important contributors to New Age 
currents, emphasizing expanding consciousness. 
In 1951, Jung began Aion, drawing on Mithraism 
and anticipating a shift of  human consciousness 
at the dawn of  the Age of  Aquarius. Aion, as 
Time or Chronos, created the World-Egg out of  
which burst the Orphic, hermaphroditic deity 
Phanes, who performs the role of  cosmocrator 
in The Astrological World of  the Liber Novus.  

As this book draws to its conclusion, we are 
reminded that the marriage of  personality with 
self  is a quest for wholeness, not perfection, and 

that free will involves acceptance of  the will of  
the daimon, allowing both personality and 
daimon to flower. 

This is a richly informative text, well worth 
investing in for its depth of  content, cogent 
arguments and clear references, but so 
atrociously assembled by the printers that 
dozens of  pages were dropping out before I had 
finished a first reading, so I would not trust the 
integrity of  a second-hand copy.  

3. Daimons, Gods, and the Planetary 
Journey 

The Liber Novus is widely known as The Red Book 
because Jung’s revision of  his personal diaries, 
or Black Books, was transcribed into a large, red, 
leather-bound book. He began, in 1913—the 
time of  his public break with Freud—by 
emptying his consciousness in a more or less 
spontaneous if  directed outpouring and then, 
from 1916 onwards until he ceased working on 
it in 1932, he structured the artwork and writing 
with posthumous publication in mind. Greene 
had access to the, as yet, unpublished Black 
Books to make comparisons and demonstrate 
how some images evolved. Whereas “the 
dominant narrative of  Liber Novus is Jung’s 
journey from an inner state of  alienation and 
depression to the restoration of  his soul… it is 
also a prophetic narrative of  the collective 
h u m a n p s y c h e a s i t j o u r n e y s f r o m 
unconsciousness to a greater awareness of  its 
own dichotomy of  good and evil, on the eve of  
the passage from one great astrological Aion, 
that of  Pisces, into the next, that of  Aquarius.” 
These words appear on the second page of  
Greene’s introduction to which she adds: “His 
involvement with astrology and its concomitant 
philosophical, religious, and theurgic currents 
appears to have helped him to contain, 
understand, and integrate the ‘teeming chaos’ of  
the visions he experienced and transcribed” (p. 
3). This view of  how significant the astrological 
chart can be as a vehicle for self-healing 
corresponds to my own and to the ethos of  our 
school.  

Greene’s assessment of  astrology’s significant 
contribution to Jung’s psychological theories 
overlaps with ground covered in Jung’s Studies of  
Astrology but we, the readers, soon know that 
G r e e n e h a s c e a s e d c o n f o r m i n g t o 
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“methodological agnosticism” and is embarking 
on the kind of  quest to illuminate archetypal 
symbolism underpinning personal drama with 
which she and those of  us who have attended 
regular workshops in transpersonal psychology, 
astrology, Tarot and Kabbalah over some forty 
years are quite familiar. This is “a celestial soul-
journey enacted through a cast of  characters 
who are both celestial and earthy, and it 
describes encounters with what, in the late 
antique world, would have been understood as 
planetary daimons or planetary gods” (p. 4) and, 
as twenty-two major characters are listed, readers 
know that, as well as astrological imagery, there 
will be references to the Major Arcana of  the 
Tarot and the twenty-two paths of  the 
Kabbalistic Tree.  

In chapter 1, ‘Martial Matters’, the Red One is 
identified with Mars in Sagittarius and Alan 
Leo’s description of  its courageous but 
unorthodox approach to religion corresponds to 
its situation in Jung’s 11th house and the 
ideological issues that have led to his falling out 
with Freud. In chapter 2, ‘The Central Spiritual 
Sun’, we meet the Gilgamesh figure of  Izdubar, 
whose portrait has Leo glyphs on either side 
and, once again, Greene correlates Jung’s 
interpretation of  this figure with Alan Leo’s 
astrological descriptions. 

In chapter 3, ‘The Anima, the Moon, and the 
Serpent’, Greene draws on the Tarot pack, 
introducing the High Priestess, Moon, and 
Hanged Man as three faces of  the Moon. 

Chapter 4, ‘Saturn in the Hermitage, Part 1: the 
solitaries’, begins with Elijah, followed by the 
old scholar, the anchorite, the librarian and the 
water-bearer, preliminaries to chapter 5, focusing 
on Philemon, Jung’s personal daimon, who is 
identified with the Kabbalah, the prima materia 
and philosopher’s stone of  alchemy. At the end 
of  this is a dense chapter, which—although key 
illustrations are included—needs to be read 
alongside Jung’s text and plates, Greene asserts: 
“No textbook description of  the nature and 
function of  the ‘ruling planet’ can approach the 
depth, complexity, subtlety, and extraordinary 
potency of  what Jung created in Philemon—or, 
viewed from another perspective, what 
Philemon created in Jung” (p. 120). High praise 
indeed. 

In chapter 6, ‘Phanes, the one who brought the 
Sun’, Greene explains that “while Philemon 

seems to represent the ‘spark’ of  this divinity in 
the guise of  Jung’s own individual daimon, 
Phanes is the universal creative force…” and 
this Orphic god is mirrored by the Gnostic deity 
Abraxas (p. 137). Phanes and Abraxas feature as 
the polar deities of  light and darkness in Jung’s 
Systema Munditotius, his system of  all worlds, 
intended to map the psychological dynamics of  
the Aquarian age, which is the subject of  chapter 
7. 

In her conclusion, Greene aims to put Jung’s 
great work on the map as an epic journey 
through the underworld and she’s certainly 
encouraged me to devote more time to its 
symbolism and message.  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Astrology and Depth Psychology, Part 2 

by Wolfhard König 

Translated by Heather Ross. 

This article first appeared in German in 
Astrolog 212, August 2016. 

!  

René Spitz and, in particular, Margaret S. Mahler, 
deserve the credit for their ground-breaking 
research into the very earliest years of  human 
development, conducted in the 1950s and 60s. 
They are responsible for discovering the 
fundamental importance of  psychological 
development, or the formation of  the mind, in 
the first three years and in particular in the first 
18 months of  life. This research was made 
possible by Margaret S. Mahler’s innovative 
research strategies. She spent many years 

engaged in the direct observation of  infants and 
toddlers in the form of  ‘participatory 
observation’ (i.e. she both took part in and 
observed the play) in families, nurseries and 
kindergartens, often supported by simultaneous 
video recordings that were then carefully 
analysed. 

“The basic structure of  the human 
psyche is formed in the first three years.” 
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• Depth Psychology 

The term Depth Psychology encompasses 
nea r l y a l l those psycho log i ca l and 
psychotherapeutic approaches that attach 
great importance to the psychological 
processes of  the unconscious in the 
understanding of  human behaviour and 
experience. The basic principle of  Depth 
Psychology is that other, unconscious 
processes running in the deep layers of  the 
psyche, “under the surface” of  the 
consciousness, strongly influence the 
conscious inner life. 

Depth Psychology – An Analysis of  
the Development of  the human Psyche 

Serious astrology does not claim that our 
fate lies in our stars; its role is actually to 
identify particular aptitudes and potential. 
Depth Psychological Astrology is used to 
explore in detail various different basic 
personality patterns that enable clients to 
discover and develop their own interests, 
aptitudes, needs, talents and potential. 



This method allowed her to produce what is still 
to this day the most thorough, accurate and also 
the most compelling developmental psychology 
research. Her key finding was that our 
psychological structure is formed by the 
internalisation of  our relationship experiences 
with primary caregivers, usually the parents. 
There are two key elements in this formation, 
firstly basic trust, the crucial foundation for self-
esteem and the ability both to relate to others 
and secondly the ability to separate or 
differentiate (the second or ‘psychic birth’), 
which is essential for the process of 
individuation. Healthy development in these two 
a reas w i l l f ac i l i t a t e the smooth and 
straightforward progression though all later 
developmental stages. Any traumata in later 
stages are often much easier to treat in therapy 
than ‘early trauma’, i.e. trauma sustained during 
the phase in which the basic structures are 
developing.Such early trauma now constitute the 
greatest therapeutic challenge and consistently 
test the limits of  modern therapeutic methods. 
In the language of  the planets, both of  these 
primal experiences can be attributed to the 
Moon and Saturn. 

Psychological developmental processes 

So let us study the psychological developmental 
processes of  these early phases and consider 
how the character structure that emerges is 
reflected in astrological symbolism, particularly 
in the positions of  Neptune, the Moon and 
Saturn. 

M. Mahler refers to the very earliest phase of  
life, the first 10 weeks, as the autistic phase. R 
Spitz talks about the objectless stage. Both terms 
can easily be misinterpreted. Video baby 
monitors (admittedly only used in much later 
research) have revealed the wide variety of  
reactions of  babies only hours after birth to 
stimuli, signals and contact attempts by relations, 
and how even in the babies’ first days, intensive 
dialogues take place between e.g. mother and 
baby, especially featuring gesture and mimicry 
(smiling, eye movements, behavioural responses, 
imitations, etc.) 

So autistic in this context does not mean that the 
child is withdrawn or without contact. It just 
means that it has not yet formed what later 
constitutes the focal point of  psychological 
interest, a stable personal relationship. The 
intensive contact reactions of  the baby still apply 

to everyone who it comes into contact with. The 
whole world is therefore treated like a ‘mother’. 
What the baby reacts intensively to is ‘good 
mothering’ and that is more important than the 
question of  who provides it (which will change 
later). The baby’s fitting reaction to the absence 
of  intensive and sensitive mothering would be 
crying, kicking and screaming and ultimately, 
illness (c.f. R. Spitz). 

Neptunian Experience 

The infant feels at one with the world, cared for 
by it and interacting with it. This phase is ruled 
by the experience of  the ‘oceanic feeling’ 
introduced by Freud (the term was coined by 
Romain Rolland). In terms of  developmental 
psychology, this should be the origin of  this 
experience, this feeling of  oceanic unfoldedness. 
The infant is at one with everything, as yet 
without boundaries and unburdened by ego-
limits (which are still only rudimentary). This is 
totally in line with the experience that is 
attributed to Neptune: boundlessness, the 
‘sympathy of  all things’ and also the danger of  
being too open. It is fair to say that the 
experiences of  this first phase of  life represent 
the first real stimulation by Neptune in the 
person’s life, or to put it more exactly, the 
position of  Neptune in the horoscope says 
something about the kind of  Neptunian 
experiences that are made in this first phase of  
life. The first encounter with a particular 
experience quality (in this case, Neptune) always 
seems to be particularly formative. Incidentally, 
in this article I will also describe the 
developmental phases and assign associated 
planets to them. In a following article we will 
then deal with specific planetary positions and 
then look at their developmental phases and 
progressions. 

The Symbiotic Main Phase 

At around 2 to 3 months old, the infant enters 
the real symbiotic developmental phase and 
undergoes a new experience and a new kind of  
relationship. The special connection to the 
primary care-giver, i.e. the person responsible 
for the regular, consistent, reliable and sensitive 
mothering of  the infant, increases in intensity. 
The experience and image of  a mother forms in 
the infant’s psyche. This process is identical 
irrespective of  whether the baby is cared for by 
both mother and father, or equally both mother 
and grandmother. Some fathers are also capable 
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of  providing good mothering. It is therefore not 
essential for this process that the biological 
mother is involved. It could also be the nanny 
who acts as the ‘symbiosis mother’, in which 
case it would be the relationship experiences 
with her that would primarily be reflected in the 
infant’s psyche. Whether one or two or three 
people act as ‘mother’ to the child, the most 
important thing is that the child undergoes a 
process of  concentration, moving from the 
relatedness to ‘the world’ (i.e. everyone who 
comes near him, when as demonstrated by R. 
Spitz even a mask of  a human face can raise a 
smile), to relatedness to the mother or a small 
group of  consistently available and recognisable 
‘mothers’. 

As B. Bettelheim describes, this development 
happens in the same way in a kibbutz, where 
babies are cared for by a mother and several 
metaplets (nannies). The infant feels completely 
at one, merged and undifferentiated with this 
mother who stands out more and more clearly 
from the experience of  the world. It experiences 
itself  through and in this person who means 
everything and is essential for survival and stops 
the infant’s total helplessness and dependence 
from being too painful. She does this by running 
as soon as it cries and indeed hardly leaves its 
side in these first months, and in a way 
anticipates its needs, makes provisions for it and 
above all, knows that when it is awake, the infant 
is not yet able to cope well with separation or 

being alone, but will cry and if  this does not 
work, its fear will turn to panic to force the 
mother to come, when suffering usually turns to 
joy in an instant. 

The infant is under the illusion that the mother 
is only there to care for it and that everything 
revolves around it. The father or siblings are not 
yet viewed as ‘rivals’ with whom time must later 
be shared. I like to call this the ‘paradise fantasy’, 
as the Paradise myth almost certainly derives 
from this basic need of  the infant. Every 
mythology known today starts with an image of  
Paradise which we must either leave or be driven 
out of. Other names for it are ‘The land of  milk 
and honey’, ‘Cockaigne’ etc. The same may also 
be said for pre-natal experiences of  the foetus in 
the womb (c.f. work by French psychoanalyst 
Bela Grunberger or Ludwig Janus, considered to 
be pioneers of  prenatal psychology in 
Germany). 

Paradise Fantasy of  the World 

Every child comes into the world with this 
primal fantasy need. The new-born is therefore 
naturally very needy and demanding from the 
outset, and therefore also easily disappointed 
and vulnerable (the French philosopher Paul 
Ricoeur calls people ‘desirous beings’). All of  
this is expressed astrologically by the Moon 
principle (feelings, emotions, desire, devotion, 
relationships, etc.). 
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Mother-child symbiosis 

The Mother-child symbiosis experience is 
represented by the Moon. This is just the child’s 
version of  the experience though. The child 
feels merged and at one with the mother and all 
its needs are met by her. However for the 
mother, the symbiosis relationship to the child is 
really only part of  her life, even at those times 
when she is completely focused on it. She is still 
aware, to a limited extent, of  her other 
relationships and interests and usually also finds 
the symbiosis phase extremely demanding. 

The more individualistic a mother is, the happier 
she is when the special burdens and demands of  
this phase are over. However, mothers with 
fixations in the symbiotic phase (i.e. if  their own 
detachment from this phase is unsuccessful) 
enjoy lingering in this phase. These preferences 
are often reflected by the Moon positions of  the 
mother and child in the horoscope. 

The Moon – The Child 

The Huber School interpretation of  the Moon 
as the ‘child’ is correct in that the Moon’s 
position says something about the Mother-child 
relationship from the point of  view of  the 
child’s experience. The Moon shows how the 
child has experienced the symbiosis, but the 
child is not yet capable of  experiencing the 
Mother as a separate, distinct person. 

Subject and Object 

Only after leaving the state of  symbiosis, after 
the ‘psychic birth’, or ‘second birth’, do 
boundaries (Saturn) emerge, thus differentiating 
inside and outside, I and you, subject and object. 
None of  these distinctions resulting from the 
forming of  boundaries exist in the symbiotic 
phase. The child experiences the mother as a 
‘self-object’, to use the expression coined and 
described in detail by Heinz Kohut. The self  and 
object are one, at best vaguely distinguishable 
one from the other. 

Saturn – the delimiting Mother 

The Moon is only relevant to the relationship 
with the “early mother”, or the “symbiosis 
mother”. It is completely different to the child’s 
relationship with the real mother as a separate 
person, as an “external object”, following the 

psychic birth. This is represented by Saturn, as 
will be explored in more detail below. 

The Sun – the Father 

The situation is much simpler when the father 
experience becomes important for the child, 
when the mother-child relationship becomes a 
triangle that involves the father. This does not 
mean that he helps with mothering. The infant 
comes to the relationship with the father having 
already learnt to distinguish between subject and 
object, which is why in astrological terms a 
much easier understanding can be reached 
through the Sun than through the Moon-Saturn 
(something we intend to clarify in this series of  
articles).  

The Triangle as a Learning Process 

As can be deduced from the above, Mother-
Child Psychology (and therefore also astrology) 
is naturally much more complex. This absolutely 
does NOT mean that the role of  the father in 
the life of  the child is less important. We will 
explore in detail below just how serious a lack of  
triangulation can be for the child.  

It is just that from the point of  view of  adult 
awareness, Father-Child Psychology is more 
straightforward and easier to understand. This is 
in comparison to the child’s experience of  the 
mother, firstly with the oceanic experience of  
the mother/world (Neptune), the symbiotic 
relationship with the mother, i.e. the ‘early’ 
mother whom the child experiences as a self-
object, as part of  itself  (Moon) and secondly, 
the experience of  the ‘separation mother’ or 
‘reality mother’ (in the context of  the psychic or 
second birth, as M. Mahler calls it), which takes 
the child from Paradise into the real world 
(Saturn). 

The Moon Position in the Horoscope 

This being the case, the Moon position therefore 
ultimately reveals little about the actual mother 
as a person, her actual behaviour or her actual 
motives. Instead it reveals the child’s subjective 
experience of  its desire for Paradise reflected in 
the mirror of  his mother. 
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Abandonment Trauma 

In 1959, a 5-month-old baby suffering from an 
infectious illness was brought into the isolation 
ward of  a hospital for 5 weeks. The doctors, 
then still extremely uninformed with regard to 
the importance of  the early mother-child 
relationship, only allowed the mother to look at 
her baby once a day through a window. 

The mother stood hurt and crying in front of  
the window, while the child was plunged into a 
sudden, unexplained separation. From one hour 
to the next, the mother was absent. Instead it 
was surrounded by strangers, and it felt lonely 
and afraid. The person who had previously been 
so reliable and responsive, on whom it had 
depended for security and emotional protection, 
with whom it had been living, had disappeared. 
It felt betrayed and desperate. It cried until it 
was blue in the face, but in vain. Finally, it gave 
up and stopped crying, the doctors were happy 
thinking at last he’s calmed down. R. Spitz 
however calls this experience the first 
depression. 

Coping Strategies 

The only way an infant can process this kind of  
traumatic experience is to feel betrayed, painfully 
abandoned and that the hitherto apparently 
omnipotent and dependable mother is 
‘complicit’, otherwise she would have done 
something about it. The child may conclude 
never to get involved in such an intense 
relationship again to avoid being hurt in the 
future. It may prefer to avoid relationships or in 
any case the pain of  separation in relationships, 
rather than to seek out good relationships. This 
is how the child may process the experience on 
an entirely unconscious level. 

The Moon Position in the Horoscope 

In the horoscope, the Moon can then only be 
aspected red-green or be situated in the 12th 
house. This indicates how the child has 
experienced and reacted internally to the trauma 
(e.g. by withdrawing), not what the mother has 
felt or done, whether she was indifferent, or 
cried desperately for five weeks but was sent 
packing by the doctors for being too pushy. 
Although the whole horoscope reveals 
something about subjective experience, the parts 
involving the Moon (and Neptune) are 
particularly important. 

Basic Trust versus Mistrust 

The above corresponds totally to the 
psychological experience. In analysis often much 
is discovered and reconstructed regarding the 
child’s real world, but least about the reality of  
the ‘early mother’ (which admittedly is not as 
important from a therapeutic point of  view, as it 
does more concern the processing of  inner 
experiences). So where should the development 
in the symbiotic phase lead? Basic trust versus 
mistrust, is how Erik H. Erikson answered the 
question. If  the child has experienced ‘good 
enough mothering’ (Donald Winnicott), it will 
have developed basic trust in the world and in 
people. If  its mother was there and he felt at 
one with her, if  she demonstrated enough 
empathy, feeling, understanding for the wishes 
and experience of  the child (astrologically, 
empathy is shown by both the Moon and 
Neptune), then at the end of  the symbiosis 
phase the child will have learnt that the world is 
good enough, deserves trust, even the benefit of  
the doubt, it can be relied upon. It will have 
learned to approach life with optimism. 

When Basic Mistrust predominates 

Basic mistrust can arise when disappointment 
and traumatisation predominate; if  pain, neglect 
and the feeling of  being misunderstood 
characterise the primary relationship. For 
example: the mother finds herself  on the run in 
1945. The baby is six months old. Although the 
mother is constantly physically present, she is 
frightened, overwhelmed and mentally distracted 
by worries, so that only the most essential 
emotional attention is possible, all of  which is 
totally independent of  the mother’s own wishes. 

Disappointment and Loneliness 

The child (and later, the adult)’s resulting basic 
attitude of  mistrust, can then mean that it 
primarily tries to avoid the worst by not allowing 
any possibility for pain and disappointment. 
Someone with this kind of  sensitivity avoids this 
kind of  risk and withdraws, never even allowing 
himself  to get involved in relationships, or trust 
a n y o n e . H e e xc h a n g e s t h e p a i n o f  
disappointment for the pain of  loneliness. 

Disruption of  the Symbiotic Phase 

This example shows how easily the symbiotic 
phase can be disrupted. Life-changing 
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disruptions cannot be staved off  or mitigated by 
understanding or explanations, but are capable 
of  totally disrupting the child’s life. There is 
really no more difficult and important task for a 
mother with regard to her child than the 
successful management of  the symbiotic phase; 
an outstanding achievement by the mother both 
for the child and for society. This should really 
also be reflected in the provision of  special 
protection and support for mother and child in 
this phase, which our society does only 
extremely reluctantly (to be psychologically 
consistent, this would mean that mothers are 
able to fulfil this task most successfully for really 
wanted children, and by not working for the 
child’s first year of  life). 

Primary Relationship Quality 

Finally, it should still be indicated that the child’s 
final outcome after the symbiotic phase is not 
primarily determined by one-off  events (so-
called macro-trauma, such as a long stay in 
hospital, although this is a particularly 
illuminating example), rather that it is the overall 
quality of  the primary relationship that is the 
deciding factor. If  the relationship to the child 
was characterised by one instance of  macro-
trauma of  basic trust, and then afterwards 
continued in a positive way, then the impact of  
such a temporary ‘blip’ would be greatly 
mitigated. Even without particular events, a 
highly ambivalent relationship (e.g. in the case of  
an unwanted child) or an un-empathetic – 
distracted (virtually ‘tenuous’) relationship can 
clearly cause basic mistrust. 

We have now explored the importance of  the 
relationship experience. The central therapeutic 
approach of  modern psychoanalysis, which was 
a c t u a l l y r e s p o n s i b l e f o r r e s e a r ch i n g 
developmental psychology and the subsequent 
development of  appropriate therapeutic 
methods, is based on the fact that it is possible 
to recreate or re-live the primary relationship in 
a suitably protected and trustworthy context of  
psychoanalysis between patient and analyst, in 
order to work through those early experiences. 
What seems to be even more important is that 
new relationship experiences in therapy allow 
the patient to go on to make new relationships 
in real life based on trust (psychoanalysis as 

relationship analysis -F. Alexander talks about 
‘correcting emotional experiences’). 

Wolfhard H. König, Dipl-Psych, et math. 
Psychoanlalytiker (DPG, DGPT). 
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